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Program dela
Problem kletke je znani ekstremalni optimizacijski problem v teoriji grafov, ki išče
k-regularne grafe ožine g z najmanjšim možnim številom vozlišč glede na dani par k
in g. Problem je v splošnem zelo težek, optimalni grafi pa imajo pogosto ‘ožinskoregularne’ lastnosti. Ta opazka je vodila k definiciji povezavno-ožinsko-regularnih
grafov z lastnostjo, da je vsaka povezava vsebovana v enakem številu ožinskih ciklov
([17]). Podobno kot v problemu kletke povezavno-ožinsko-regularni grafi pogosto
tvorijo neskončne družine grafov, katerih število vozlišč je večje od neke naravne
spodnje meje. V analogiji s problemom kletke iščemo najmanjše povezavne-ožinskoregularne grafe z določenimi parametri. Problem je zopet zelo težek in ponuja
zanimive vzporednice s problemom kletke, zaradi česar nas zanimajo tudi delni
rezultati, ki se navezujejo na omejene razrede parametrov ali grafe z dodatnimi
lastnostmi. Grafi z dodatnimi lastnostmi so na primer dvodelni in Cayleyevi grafi.
Sorodni razred ožinsko-regularnih grafov vsebuje povezavno-ožinsko-regularne
grafe kot pravi podrazred in vodi k podobnim vprašanjem kot tudi k boljšemu
razumevanju odnosa med vozliščno tranzitivnostjo in regularnostjo v grafih ([24]).
Posebej nas zanimajo tudi delne klasifikacije ožinsko-regularnih grafov z določenimi
parametri.

Work plan
The Cage Problem is a well-known extremal graph theory optimization problem
calling for finding a k-regular graph of girth g with the smallest possible number
of vertices for any given pair k and g. It is a very hard problem with the optimal
graphs often having several ‘girth-regularity’ properties. This observation led to
the definition of edge-girth-regular graphs possessing the property that each edge
of the graph is contained in the same number of girth cycles ([17]). As is the
case with the Cage Problem, edge-girth-regular graphs often form infinite classes
of orders larger than some natural lower bound. In a natural analogy to the Cage
Problem, one thus can ask for finding the smallest edge-girth-regular graphs for any
permissible set of parameters. The question is once again quite hard and allows
one for intriguing parallels with the Cage Problem. Even partial results concerning
limited classes of parameters or possible restrictions of the problem to graphs with
additional properties are therefore of interest. The additional properties might be
for example the restriction to bipartite or Cayley graphs.
The closely related class of girth-regular graphs includes the edge-girth-regular
graphs as its proper subclass and leads to similar questions as well as better understanding of the relation between vertex-transitivity and regularity in graphs ([24]).
Partial classifications of girth-regular graphs with specific sets of parameters are of
particular interest; even though they are quite hard to achieve.
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Ožinsko-regularni in povezavno-ožinsko-regularni grafi
Povzetek
Magistrska naloga obravnava ožinsko-regularne in povezavno-ožinsko-regularne
grafe. Podpis vozlišča u v grafu je k-terica celih števil, urejenih po velikosti od
najmanjšega do največjega, kjer vsako število predstavlja število ožinskih ciklov,
v katerih je vsebovana posamezna povezava, incidenčna z u. Pravimo, da je graf
ožinsko-regularen (oz. tipa GR), če imajo vsa vozlišča v grafu enak podpis. Če velja,
da je vsaka povezava v grafu vsebovana v enakem številu ožinskih ciklov, pravimo,
da je graf povezavno-ožinsko-regularen (oz. tipa EGR). V delu predstavimo že znane
rezultate o grafih tipa GR in EGR, posebej natančno pregledamo kubične grafe obeh
tipov in tetravalentne grafe tipa EGR ter nekaj konstrukcij neskončnih družin takih
grafov. Nato predstavimo nekaj novih rezultatov o grafih tipa EGR in klasifikacijo
vseh tetravalentnih Cayleyevih grafov Abelovih grup – kaj mora veljati, da je tak
graf lahko tipa EGR, ter v koliko ožinskih ciklih se potemtakem lahko nahaja vsaka
povezava tega grafa.

Girth-regular and edge-girth-regular graphs
Abstract
In this work we discuss girth-regular and edge-girth-regular graphs. The signature of a vertex u in a graph is a k-tuple of integers, ordered from the smallest to
the largest, where each integer represents the number of girth cycles that contain
an edge, incident with u. We say that a graph is girth-regular, if every vertex has
the same signature. If every edge is contained in the same number of girth cycles,
the graph is edge-girth-regular. We present the known results about girth-regular
and edge-girth-regular graphs, classify cubic graphs of both types up to girth 5, look
at tetravalent edge-girth-regular graphs and present some constructions of infinite
families of such graphs. We then present some new results on tetravalent edge-girthregular graphs and the classification of tetravalent edge-girth-regular Cayley graphs
of Abelian groups.

Math. Subj. Class. (2010): 05C38, 20B25
Ključne besede: graf, ožina, ožinsko-regularen, povezavno-ožinsko-regularen
Keywords: graph, girth, girth-regular, edge-girth-regular
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Introduction

Informally, a graph is considered regular if some of its properties are distributed
evenly (or regularly) throughout the graph. A famous example of such a property
is the degree of its vertices – if all of them have the same degree k, the graph is
called k-regular. Another example would be edge-regular graphs, considered for
example in [4]. These are graphs with the property that each edge is contained in
the same number of triangles (or, equivalently, all adjacent vertices have the same
number of common neighbours). A different view of regularity looks at the action of
the graph’s automorphism group; classes of graphs considered include vertex-, edgeand arc-transitive graphs. In this work we present and discuss edge-girth-regular
and girth-regular graphs, which are two classes of regular graphs connected with
their girths.
Edge-girth-regular graphs are a generalization of edge-regular graphs – instead
of counting the number of triangles each edge is contained in, we count the number
of girth cycles. The first definition of edge-girth-regular graphs is found in [17] by
Jajcay, Kiss and Miklavič. Their work was inspired by their research on cycles in
cages – the class of edge-girth-regular graphs appears to be very closely related to
Moore graphs and cages. The search for the smallest number of vertices, permitting
the existence of a k-regular graph of girth g and the search for corresponding graphs
is called the cage problem and has been researched extensively and has proven to
be very difficult in full generality ([10]); the problem regarding edge-girth-regular
graphs draws a very close parallel. In the article the authors discussed some basic
properties and classified edge-girth-regular graphs for some of the smaller parameters as well as presented interesting constructions of edge-girth-regular graphs with
certain parameters, including some infinite families.
The topic of girth-regular graphs was first introduced by Potočnik and Vidali in
[24], where they defined the concept itself and discussed some of its key properties.
Their researched stemmed from their observations of vertex-transitive graphs, where
they noticed that the condition of vertex-transitivity was rarely used to its full
strength, more often than not the condition that was needed was the uniformity
of distribution of girth cycles throughout the graph. Namely, for an edge e of a
graph Γ, let ϵ(e) denote the number of girth cycles that contain e. Let v be a
vertex of Γ and let {e1 , . . . , ek } be the set of edges, incident with v, ordered so that
ϵ(e1 ) ≤ · · · ≤ ϵ(ek ). Then the k-tuple (ϵ(e1 ), . . . , ϵ(ek )) is called the signature of
v. Γ is called girth regular if every vertex in Γ has the same signature. From this
definition it is obvious that edge-girth-regular graphs are a special case of girthregular graphs where the signature is of the form (a, . . . , a) for some a. We can also
see that vertex- and edge-transitive graphs as well as regular graphs are all girthregular, so the concept is a generalization of all these notions as well. The authors
presented some interesting theorems, classified all cubic girth-regular graphs of girth
at most 5 as well as posed questions for further research.
In this work we will first define the key concepts and properties we will need
to successfully discuss our topic. We will pay special attention to cages and Moore
graphs, since they are closely related to edge-girth-regular and girth-regular graphs.
We will then look at edge-girth-regular graphs in detail, present results from paper
1

[17] and pay special attention to 4-regular graphs with the property that every edge
is contained in exactly one girth cycle. We will prove some general results for such
graphs and look at bipartite graphs in particular. We will present the complete
classification of tetravalent Cayley graphs of Abelian groups with regard to edgegirth-regularity. We will then move forward to girth-regular graphs and generalise
some previous results as well as classify all cubic girth-regular graphs of girth at
most 5.

2

Basic definitions and properties

We will begin by defining some well-known concepts we will need throughout the
work. We will provide some examples to better illustrate the meaning of the definitions and mention some important historical results.
Let Γ denote a finite, undirected graph with the set of vertices V = V (Γ) and
the set of edges E = E(Γ). Unless explicitly stated Γ is always assumed to be simple
and connected. The order of the set of vertices V is the order of the graph. Let
d(x, y) denote the minimal distance between two vertices x and y, and let Γi (x) =
{y ∈ V ; d(x, y) = i}.
Definition 2.1.
• We say that Γ is regular with valency k (k-regular or of degree
k) if all vertices in V are adjacent to exactly k vertices in V , or equivalently,
if |Γ1 (x)| = k for all x ∈ V .
• Girth g of a graph Γ is the length of the shortest cycle in a graph. If a cycle
C is of length g, we refer to C as a girth cycle.
There are many examples of regular graphs, but since the following one is interesting in more than one sense, let us look at it first.
Example 2.2 (The Petersen Graph). The Petersen graph is one of the most famous
graphs and we will use it as an example multiple times as it has many interesting
properties. It is named after Julius Petersen, who constructed it in 1898, although
it was first considered by Kempe in [19]. It has 10 vertices and 15 edges and
can be constructed in multiple ways, one of them being: the vertices represent
unordered pairs of elements from a set of order 5; two vertices are connected if their
corresponding pairs are disjoint. We will denote the Petersen graph by P (5, 2). We
can see that the Petersen graph is 3-regular (cubic) and its girth is 5 – one can easily
find a 5-cycle and examine the graph to see that it contains no 3- or 4-cycles.
Let us also list some classical graphs that we will mention and use throughout
the work and fix their notation.
• Kn is the complete graph on n vertices,
• Pn is the path on n vertices,
• Cn is the cycle graph on n vertices,
• a tree is a graph with no cycles,
2

Figure 1: The Petersen graph.
• a generalised cube Qn (the hypercube graph) is a graph with 2n vertices, each
of them representing a binary digit of length n. Two vertices are adjacent if
their binary representations differ in a single digit in the sequence. The cube
Q2 is isomorphic to the cycle C4 .
010

110

011

111

001

101

000

100

Figure 2: The generalized cube Q3 .
We will continue with defining some basic graph theory concepts we will be using,
and we will illustrate these concepts on the example of the Petersen graph and other
graphs from the above list.
Definition 2.3. An arc of a graph Γ (also called a dart) is an ordered pair of
adjacent vertices in Γ. A s-arc of Γ is a (s + 1)-tuple (v1 , . . . , vs+1 ), where vi vi+1 ∈
E(Γ) for i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and vn−1 ̸= vn+1 for all n = 2, . . . , s.
3

We can imagine arcs of a graph as edges pointing in one direction like arrows.
Then each edge consists of two opposite arrows. We denote the set of arcs of Γ by
A(Γ).
Definition 2.4. A graph Γ is said to be bipartite if its vertex set can be divided
into two disjoint subsets U and V such that all edges in Γ connect a vertex in U
with a vertex in V . The sets U and V are called parts of Γ.
Bipartite graphs can be described equivalently as graphs with no odd cycles. Let
us add another classic graph to the list above – the complete bipartite graph Kn,m .
In a complete bipartite graph all the vertices from one part are adjacent to all the
vertices from the second part. They are generally not regular with the exception of
graphs where both parts are of the same order. Girths of complete bipartite graphs
are 4.
Example 2.5. The complete bipartite graph K3,3 is shown in Figure 3. It is a
bipartite graph with two parts of order 3. It is 3-regular and its girth is 4.

Figure 3: The complete bipartite graph K3,3 .

We continue with the definition of a Cartesian product of two graphs, which is
a simple way of constructing new graphs from existing ones which possesses several
nice properties.
Definition 2.6. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two graphs. The Cartesian product of Γ1 and
Γ2 , denoted by Γ1 □Γ2 , is the graph with the vertex set V (Γ1 ) × V (Γ2 ), in which
two vertices (u1 , u2 ) and (v1 , v2 ) are adjacent if either u1 v1 ∈ E(Γ1 ) and u2 = v2 or
u2 v2 ∈ E(Γ2 ) and u1 = v1 .
From the definition we can quickly see that the operation of the Cartesian product on the set of graphs is associative and commutative. Let us look at an illustrative
set of examples.
Example 2.7. The Cartesian product of two K2 graphs is the 4-cycle C4 . The
Cartesian product of C4 and K2 is the 3-dimensional cube Q3 . In general, the
Cartesian product of n copies of K2 graphs is the n-dimensional cube Qn .
4

2.1

Group actions and the automorphism groups of graphs

This section focuses on the essentials of algebraic graph theory. First we will look at
the most basic notions, such as groups, group actions on sets, automorphism groups
of graphs, and certain forms of graph symmetries.
Definition 2.8. A set G, equipped with a binary operation ◦ : G × G → G :
(g, h) ↦→ g ◦ h is called a group, if:
• (g ◦ h) ◦ k = g ◦ (h ◦ k) for all g, h, k ∈ G,
• there exists an element e ∈ G such that e ◦ g = g ◦ e = g for all g ∈ G (e is
called the identity element),
• for every g ∈ G there exists an element g −1 ∈ G such that g ◦g −1 = g −1 ◦g = e.
If the operation is commutative, we say that the group is Abelian.
Some well-known examples of groups include the set of permutations of n elements with the operation of composition (Sn , ◦), which is not Abelian, the dihedral
group D2n (the group of symmetries of a regular n-gon), which is non-Abelian as
well, and the set Zn with addition modulo n, which is Abelian.
Definition 2.9. Let G be a group and X a set. Then we define a group action ϕ
of G on X as a function
ϕ : G × X → X : (g, x) ↦→ ϕ(g, x),
satisfying the following conditions:
• for all x in X ϕ(e, x) = x, where e is the identity element of the group G,
• for all g, h in G and all x in X ϕ(gh, x) = ϕ(g, ϕ(h, x)).
The group G is said to act on the set X, and the set X is called a G-set. The value
ϕ(g, x) is sometimes denoted by g · x.
From the axioms above it follows that for every g ∈ G, a group action that maps
any x ∈ X to g · x is a bijective map from X to itself (its inverse is the action that
maps x to g −1 · x). To better visualise group actions, let us look at some classic
examples.
Example 2.10.
• The trivial action of a group G on a set X is defined by
g · x = x for all g ∈ G, x ∈ X.
• In every group G, left multiplication is an action of G on itself: g · h = gh,
• Conjugation of h ∈ G by an element of g ∈ G, g · h = ghg −1 , is also an action
of G on itself.
Let us define the orbit of an action and the stabilizer subgroup of G.
Definition 2.11. Let G act on X. Then:
5

• the orbit of x ∈ X is the set of all images of x, determined by the actions of
elements from G,
G · x = {g · x; g ∈ G},
• the stabilizer subgroup of G with respect to x ∈ X consists of the elements of
G that fix x,
Gx = {g ∈ G; g · x = x}.
The orbits of G on X form a partition of X; this means that we can define an
equivalence relation on the set X where two elements x, y ∈ X are equivalent if and
only if there exists an element g ∈ G such that g · x = y.
Definition 2.12. Let G be a group and X be a G-set. We say that a group action
is transitive if it has exactly one orbit. This means G · x = X for every x ∈ X.
We continue with the definition of an automorphism and automorphism group of
a graph. Through the action of the automorphism group of the graph on its vertices
we can learn a lot about certain properties of the graph; it is one of the fundamental
ways of studying graph symmetries.
Definition 2.13. An automorphism of a graph Γ is a permutation π of its vertices
such that for every pair of vertices u, v in V the pair uv forms an edge if and only
if the pair π(u)π(v) forms an edge. The set of automorphisms, which is a subset of
the symmetric group on the set of vertices of the graph, forms a group under the
operation of composition; this group is called the automorphism group of a graph
and is denoted by Aut(Γ).
Let us look at some examples of automorphism groups for famous graphs to get
a better intuitive sense of what they are.
Example 2.14.
• The automorphism group of an n-cycle Cn is the dihedral
group of order 2n, Dn , that represents symmetries of a regular n-gon. It is
ϕ, which has order n, and a reflection
generated by a rotation for the angle 2π
n
τ , which has order 2.
• The automorphism group of the Petersen graph is the symmetric group S5
(the group of permutations of 5 elements). To prove this, remember that
the vertices of the Petersen graph are labelled by the 2-element subsets of
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and that two vertices are adjacent if their corresponding sets
are disjoint. A permutation π ∈ S5 therefore induces a permutation π̃ of
the vertices in the Petersen graph, defined by π̃({i, j}) = {π(i), π(j)}. It is
obvious that it preserves adjacency (it maps two 2-subsets of {1, . . . , 5} into
two disjoint 2-subsets if and only if they are disjoint). Different permutations
induce different automorphisms. This means that S5 ⊆ Aut(P (5, 2)). One still
needs to check that there are no additional automorphisms in Aut(P (5, 2)). We
show this by counting automorphisms and thus proving that |Aut(P (5, 2))| =
120.
The following theorem is an fascinating result, conjectured by König in 1936
([20]) and proved by Frucht in 1939 ([15]), that talks about the relation between
finite groups and automorphism groups of finite graphs.
6

Theorem 2.15 (Frucht). Every finite group is isomorphic to the automorphism
group of a finite undirected graph.
In fact, an even stronger version of this theorem can be proved, stating that
for every finite group G there exist an infinite number of non-isomorphic finite
undirected graphs such that their automorphism groups are isomorphic to G. The
result can also be extended in another way – for every finite group there exists a
3-regular graph such that its automorphism group is isomorphic to the given group.
Frucht’s theorem along with the extensions largely fuelled the interest and research
into actions of groups on graphs.
We can see that the group Aut(Γ) acts on the set of vertices of Γ. Similarly
we can see that it acts on the set of edges of Γ. Based on the properties of the
automorphism group and its action on the vertices or edges of a graph we can define
some interesting families of graphs, which have been studied extensively.
Definition 2.16. A graph is said to be
1. asymmetric, if its automorphism group is trivial,
2. vertex-transitive, if its automorphism group acts transitively on its vertices,
3. edge-transitive, if its automorphism group acts transitively on its edges,
4. semi-symmetric, if all its vertices have degree k, it is edge-transitive but not
vertex-transitive,
5. symmetric (or arc-transitive), if its automorphism group acts transitively on
its arcs.
Let us get familiar with each of these families and explore their properties.
• The smallest asymmetric graphs have order 6 and the smallest regular asymmetric graphs have order 10 ([8, 1]). The larger the order of a graph is, the
more likely it is to be asymmetric; in fact, as the order of a graph approaches
infinity, the probability that it is asymmetric approaches 1 ([8]).
• For a graph to be vertex-transitive it must be regular for some k. Some
examples of vertex-transitive graphs include complete graphs, cycle graphs
and generalized cubes; these are all also edge-transitive. An example of a
vertex-transitive graph that is not edge-transitive is the graph, comprised of
two copies of a complete graph on n ≥ 3 vertices, Kn and Kn′ , with additional
edges connecting the corresponding pairs of vertices in each copy (vertices vi
and vi′ are connected for all i).
• Examples of edge-transitive graphs include cycles and complete graphs, as
above, but also complete bipartite graphs Kn,m , which need not be vertex
transitive. If n ̸= m, each part of a graph forms one orbit of vertices. A
special example of these are the K1,n graphs, also known as stars.
7

• All semi-symmetric graphs are bipartite ([3]). If n ̸= m, Kn,m is not regular,
hence the graph is not semi-symmetric. The smallest example of a semisymmetric graph is the Folkman graph on 20 vertices, which was discovered
by Jon Folkman in 1967 ([13]). It is shown in Figure 4. Another interesting
example of a semi-symmetric graph is the Ljubljana graph (Figure 5), which
with its order of 112 is the third smallest cubic semi-symmetric graph ([6]).

Figure 4: The Folkman graph.

Figure 5: The Ljubljana graph.
• A symmetric graph is necessarily vertex- as well as edge-transitive. Examples
include the three-dimensional cube Q3 , the Petersen graph and the complete
bipartite graph K3,3 .
8

2.2

Moore graphs and cages

In this section we will take a look at problems, connected with graph’s valency and
girth. As we will see, these are closely related to girth-regular and edge-girth-regular
graphs. Let us define some notions related to distances within a graph.
Definition 2.17. The eccentricity of a vertex, the radius and the diameter of a
graph are defined as follows:
• The eccentricity of a vertex v ∈ V (Γ), e(v), is the maximum distance between
v and any other vertex of Γ, e(v) = maxu∈V,u̸=v d(v, u).
• The radius of a graph, r(Γ), is the minimum eccentricity of a vertex in Γ,
r(Γ) = minv∈V e(v).
• The diameter of a graph, D(Γ), is the maximum eccentricity of a vertex in Γ,
D(Γ) = maxv∈V e(v).
Example 2.18. By inspecting the Petersen graph from Figure 1 we can see that for
all v ∈ V (P (5, 2)) : e(v) = 2, therefore the radius and the diameter of the Petersen
graph both equal 2.
We define the notion of a Moore graph and a cage, which are closely related to
the degree and diameter of a graph as well as to its girth.
Definition 2.19. A (k, g)-cage is a k-regular graph of girth g which has the minimum number of vertices among all possible k-regular graphs of girth g.
The lower bound for the number of vertices of a cage Γ is
⎧
⎨1 + k ∑ g−3
i
2
if g is odd,
i=0 (k − 1)
|V (Γ)| ≥
g−2
∑
2
⎩2
(k − 1)i
if g is even.

(2.1)

i=0

This bound is called the Moore bound. If the number of vertices of a graph is
equal to the Moore bound, it is called the (k, g)-Moore graph.
Remark 2.20. It is relatively straightforward to see that the bound 2.1 is really the
lower bound for k-regular graphs of girth g. The form of this proof will be replicated
a few times in Section 3, so it is important to remember the outline. Let us assume
that g is odd and consider a breadth first search tree of a graph with such properties,
starting at any vertex v. Such a tree has 1 vertex at the first level (vertex v), k
vertices at the second level (neighbours of the vertex v), k(k − 1) vertices at the
next level and so forth. There cannot be any edges between vertices in one layer
on between vertices in different layers until we reach the level, where vertices are at
the distance g−1
from the vertex v, since that would give us a cycle, shorter thatn
2
g. Vertices at the distance g−1
from the vertex v are therefore the first ones where
2
there might be some edges between them. The total number of vertices is therefore
∑ g−3
g−3
2
(k − 1)i . For even girths
at least 1 + k + k(k − 1) + · · · + k(k − 1) 2 = 1 + k i=0
the proof is similar, but instead of starting with a single vertex we start with a pair
of adjacent vertices and build the breadth first search tree from there.
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Cubic cages of girth g are sometimes referred to as g-cages. Moore graphs were
first discussed by Edward F. Moore, and were named and more thoroughly examined
by Hoffman and Singleton in [16]. For odd girth g an equivalent definition of a Moore
graph is that it is a graph of diameter D and girth 2D+1; this was shown by Singleton
in [29].
Example 2.21. The Petersen graph has degree 3, girth 5 and order 10. Since the
Moore bound tells us that the lower bound for the number of vertices of all (3, 5)graphs is 10, the Petersen graph is a (3, 5)-Moore graph. We can also see this from
the alternative definition by Singleton – it is a graph of diameter 2 and girth 5.
Example 2.22. We will show by example that not all cages are Moore graphs. This
happens in the case when the (k, g)-graph with the number of vertices given by the
Moore bound does not exist. An example of such a cage would be the Robertson
graph, shown in Figure 6, discovered by Robertson in 1964 ([27]). It is the unique
(4, 5)-cage graph, it has 19 vertices and diameter 3. We can see that it is not a
Moore graph, since the number of vertices of a (4, 5)-Moore graph as per the Moore
bound would have to be equal to 17. We can also look at the definition by Singleton
and see that for diameter 3, the Moore graph would have to have girth 7.

Figure 6: The Robertson graph.

Moore graphs are not very common – there are only a handful. All combinations
of k and g that admit the existence of a (k, g)-Moore graph have been classified
([10]). The following theorem states all possible Moore graphs of girth 5.
Theorem 2.23 (Hoffman-Singleton theorem, [16]). Let Γ be a k-regular Moore graph
with girth 5. Then k ∈ {2, 3, 7, 57}. The possibilities are:
• C5 , k = 2,
• the Petersen graph, k = 3,
• the Hoffman-Singleton graph, k = 7, shown in Figure 7,
10

Figure 7: Hoffman-Singleton graph.
• a hypothetical graph of diameter 2, girth 5, degree 57 and order 3250. It is not
known whether such a graph exists.
In general Moore graphs of odd girth are either complete graphs, odd cycles or
graphs described in the above theorem ([7]). To classify Moore graphs of even girth,
we need to introduce the notion of a generalized polygon, which was first introduced
by Tits in [31].
Definition 2.24. A generalized n-gon is an incidence structure (P, L, I), where P
is a set of points, L a set of lines and I ⊆ P × L an incidence relation, describing
incidence between points and lines. It can be represented by the bipartite incidence
graph with the vertex set P ∪ L and the edges connecting the incident pairs of
vertices from P and L. Then the girth of the incidence graph must be twice its
diameter n.
A generalized polygon is of order (s, t) if
• all the vertices of the incidence graph corresponding to the elements of L have
the same degree s + 1,
• all the vertices of the incidence graph corresponding to the elements of P have
the same degree t + 1.
It is clear from the definition that the incidence graphs of generalized polygons
with s = t = k − 1 are Moore graphs for valence k and even girths. Let us consider
some basic examples.
Example 2.25.
• The incidence graph of a generalized 2-gon of order (s, t) is
a complete bipartite graph Ks+1,t+1 .
• For any n ≥ 3, take the ordinary polygon with n sides. Declare the vertices
of the polygon to be points, the edges to be the lines and inclusion to be the
11

incidence relation. We get a generalized n-gon of order (1, 1), the incidence
graph is the even cycle C2n .
In [12], Feit and Higman proved that generalized polygons exist only for certain
pairs of k and g: if k = 2, we get the ordinary polygons as in the above example, for
k ≥ 3 the generalized n-gons of order (k − 1, k − 1) exist only for n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6}. In
particular, we can list all such n-gons for k = 3: when n = 2, we get the complete
bipartite graph K3,3 , for n = 3 we get the Heawood graph, shown in Figure 11a, for
n = 4 the incidence graph is the Tutte-Coxeter graph, also known as the Levi graph
or the Tutte 8-cage, discovered by Tutte in 1947 (Figure 8a), and for n = 6 we get
the Tutte 12-cage (Figure 8b). This, together with the complete graph K4 and the
Petersen graph, completes the list of all cubic Moore graphs.

(a) The Tutte-Coxeter graph.

(b) The Tutte 12-cage graph.

Figure 8: The cubic Moore graphs of girths 8 and 12.
We can see that this classification gives us a very limited number of Moore graphs
– for all other parameters, the Moore bound cannot be achieved and the natural
question becomes what is the minimal number of vertices that permit a graph of
valence k and girth g. Sachs proved in [28] that a (k, g)-cage exists for all possible
pairs of parameters and introduced an upper bound for the number of vertices of
such a graph. Since then, many others have improved on the upper bound, but the
general problem remains open.

3

Edge-girth-regular graphs

Let us introduce the notion of an edge-girth-regular graph and explore some of its
properties. This section draws on the article [17] by Jajcay, Kiss and Miklavič, who
were the first to introduce this concept. It is a generalization of the concept of edgeregular graphs, in which each edge is contained in the same number of triangles. In
our case, instead of counting the number of triangles each edge is contained in, we
count the number of girth cycles. We will present some basic propositions about
the properties of these graphs and present a connection between edge-girth-regular
graphs and cages, especially Moore graphs. We will then analyse cubic edge-girthregular graphs of small girths and obtain a list of all cubic edge-girth-regular graphs
12

of girth at most 5; we will show that for larger girths there are infinitely many
such graphs. We will continue with tetravalent girth-regular graphs and explore
constructions of such graphs. One simple construction is the Cartesian product,
which gives us edge-girth-regular graphs for a very limited set of parameters. We
will also consider a new construction from [17], by means of which we can get
infinitely many edge-girth-regular graphs given a single edge-girth-regular graph.
Definition 3.1. Let λ ∈ N. We say that a k-regular graph Γ with |V | = v and girth
g is edge-girth-regular with parameters (v, k, g, λ) if every edge of Γ lies on exactly
λ girth cycles. We will denote such graph as an egr(v, k, g, λ)-graph.
We can see from the definition that all edge-transitive graphs are edge-girthregular. For an illustration, consider the following examples.
Example 3.2. Some simple examples of edge-girth-regular graphs:
• n-cycles are graphs of order n, degree 2, girth n and each edge is contained in
one girth cycle, which means they are egr(n, 2, n, 1)-graphs,
• the 3-dimensional cube Q3 is an egr(8, 3, 4, 2)-graph,
• the Petersen graph is an egr(10, 3, 5, 4)-graph,
• not all edge-girth-regular graphs are vertex- or edge-transitive. An example
of an edge-girth-regular graph that is neither vertex- nor edge-transitive is the
graph, constructed in Section 4, shown in Figure 19.
The main questions that we will be asking are what combinations of the parameters v, k, g and λ permit the existence of an egr(v, k, g, λ)-graph and what are the
corresponding graphs. The question is very similar to the cage problem, not just in
the formulation, but there are also parallels in some of the proofs and there is even a
direct connection, which we will present in Proposition 3.6. Let us start with some
basic properties of egr(v, k, g, λ)-graphs.
Proposition 3.3 ([17]). Let Γ be an egr(v, k, g, λ)-graph. Then the following must
hold:
1. every vertex of Γ is contained in exactly

kλ
2

girth cycles,

2. kλ is even,
3. the number of girth cycles in Γ equals

vkλ
.
2g

Proof. This proof closely follows the proof from the original article.
1. For every y ∈ Γ1 (x) there are λ girth cycles containing the edge xy, and since
girth
there are k such edges and each girth cycle is counted twice, there are kλ
2
cycles containing x.
2. Follows from the fact that

kλ
2

must be an integer.
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3. To prove the last statement we will count the incidence pairs (C, x), where C
is a girth cycle and x is a vertex in C, in two different ways. Let us denote the
number of girth cycles in Γ as c. We can first choose the girth cycle C and then
choose the vertex contained in it; that way we get cg possibilities. If we first
choose a vertex of the graph, we know from the above that it is contained in
kλ
girth cycles; and thus we get v kλ
possibilities. Combining these two results
2
2
yields c = vkλ
.
2g
Example 3.4. The Petersen graph is an egr(10, 3, 5, 4)-graph, which by the proposition above means that every vertex is contained in 3·4
= 6 girth cycles and the
2
=
12.
total number of girth cycles is 10·3·4
2·5
From the above proposition we can see that in the case when k is odd, λ must
necessarily be even. The following proposition gives us an upper bound for the
number of vertices of edge-girth-regular graphs with a set diameter in the case
where g = 3 (these are the so-called edge-regular graphs).
Proposition 3.5 ([17]). Let Γ be an egr(v, k, 3, λ) graph of diameter D. Then
v ≤1+k

D−1
∑

(k − λ − 1)i .

i=0

Proof. The proof (adapted from [17]) follows the proof for the Moore bound (2.1).
Fix an arbitrary x ∈ V . We will prove that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ D : |Γi (x)| ≤ k(k − λ −
1)(i−1) using induction on i. It obviously holds for i = 1, since |Γ1 (x)| = k. Suppose
that this is true for some i ≤ D − 1 and choose any y ∈ Γi (x). It has at least one
neighbour, z, in Γi−1 (x). The edge yz has to be in λ triangles, which means that
y will have at most k − λ neighbours in Γi+1 (x). Since this is true for all vertices
in Γi (x), we conclude that |Γi+1 (x)| ≤ k(k − λ − 1)i . Now we need only to sum the
values |Γi (x)| for all i to get the inequality we wanted.
Unfortunately we cannot generalize the above proposition for g ≥ 4 since we
cannot limit the number of neighbours of y in Γi+1 (x). We can already see that the
above proof follows the proof for the Moore bound, and thus we can predict that
Moore graphs and edge-girth-regular graphs are connected. The following proposition gives us an upper bound for λ, depending on the parameters k and g, and is
proven like in [17].
Proposition 3.6 ([17]). Let Γ be an egr(v, k, g, λ)-graph. Then the following hold:
1. if g is even, then

g

λ ≤ (k − 1) 2 ;
2. if g is odd, then
λ ≤ (k − 1)

g−1
2

.

Furthermore, the upper bounds are achieved if and only if a (k, g)-Moore graph exists,
and any egr(v, k, g, λ)-graph with λ equal to the upper bound is necessarily a (k, g)Moore graph.
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Proof. Let us prove the above proposition for an even g for a change. Fix an edge
xy and denote Dij = Γi (x) ∩ Γj (y). Since x and y are adjacent, this set will be
non-empty only if |i − j| ≤ 1. We can see that:
• Dii = ∅ for 0 ≤ i ≤

g
2

− 1,

i
for 2 ≤ i ≤
• there are no edges between the sets Dii−1 and Di−1

g
2

− 1,

i
• there are no edges inside the sets Dii−1 and Di−1
for 2 ≤ i ≤ g2 ,
i−2
• every vertex from Dii−1 has exactly one neighbour in the set Di−1
for 2 ≤ i ≤
g
i
).
−
1
(the
analogous
result
holds
for
the
set
D
i−1
2

From the above we can see that for 1 ≤ i ≤ g2 − 1 every vertex in Dii−1 has exactly
i
i
and similar for Di−1
. We can also observe that each vertex
k − 1 neighbours in Di+1
g/2−1
g/2
from Dg/2 has at most k − 1 neighbours in Dg/2−1 . Thus we can see that λ is
g
indeed at most (k − 1) 2 . The proof for an odd g follows this one closely.
The above argument shows that the graphs acquired in this way with λ equalling
the upper bound are indeed Moore graphs. This means that such graphs exist if
and only if a Moore graph exists.
From the propositions we can see that the bounds stated are necessary conditions
for an edge-girth-regular graph to exist; however, they are not sufficient. For example, if a (k, g)-Moore graph does not exist for a certain pair (k, g), then there is no
edge-girth-regular graph with the same k and g and the maximal λ from Proposition
3.6.

3.1

Cubic edge-girth-regular graphs

We will try to answer the question of the existence of egr(v, k, g, λ)-graphs. We
will start systematically looking at edge-girth-regular graphs by first considering
the smallest meaningful degrees and then gradually increasing the degree. Since
for k = 1 the only connected graph is P2 , we do not have a cycle and hence no
egr(v, 1, g, λ) graphs. For k = 2 the only connected graphs are cycle graphs Cn , which
are edge-girth-regular graphs for λ = 1 – we get an infinite family of egr(n, 2, n, 1)
graphs. The first interesting case is therefore when k = 3. Since we know by
Proposition 3.3 that λk is even and in our case k is odd, we know that λ is forced
to be even. Let us examine the case with the smallest possible girth – 3.
Proposition 3.7 ([17]). Let Γ be an egr(v, 3, 3, λ)-graph. Then Γ is isomorphic to
the complete graph K4 , v = 4 and λ = 2.
Proof. This proof is the same as in [17]. For girth 3 we know from Proposition 3.6
that λ ≤ 2 and since it has to be even, it means the only possibility is λ = 2. Since
this equals the upper bound, this is necessarily a (3, 3)-Moore graph, which is known
to be unique and isomorphic to K4 – an egr(4, 3, 3, 2)-graph.
Proposition 3.8 ([17]). Let Γ be an egr(v, 3, 4, λ)-graph. Then Γ is isomorphic to
the complete bipartite graph K3,3 , v = 6 and λ = 4, or to the 3-dimensional cube
Q3 , v = 8 and λ = 2.
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Proof. This proof follows the proof in [17]. Using Proposition 3.6 as before, we know
λ ≤ 4 and has to be even, therefore λ ∈ {2, 4}. For the upper bound this has to
be a (3, 4) Moore graph, in this case uniquely the complete bipartite graph K3,3 , an
egr(6, 3, 4, 4) graph. Let us construct the graph that corresponds to λ = 2.
Let us start with adjacent vertices x, y and their neighbours x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 . Since
the edge xy has to be in two 4-cycles, there need to be two edges between the sets
{x1 , x2 } and {y1 , y2 }. Let us assume that x1 is adjacent to both y1 and y2 . Then the
edges xy and xx1 are already contained in two 4-cycles, but any 4-cycle that would
contain the edge xx2 , would also have to contain one of the two already saturated
edges. The analogous result shows that the vertex x2 also cannot be adjacent to both
y1 and y2 . We can therefore assume that we have edges x1 y1 and x2 y2 . Since the
edge xy is now already in two 4-cycles, vertices x1 and x2 need a common neighbour.
Since we already established that none of them can be adjacent to both y1 and y2 ,
we need a new vertex, z. Same goes for y1 and y2 , they need a common neighbour,
which also cannot be z, since that would constitute a triangle, for example x1 −z−y1 .
This means we need to add another vertex, w, which is adjacent to y1 and y2 . Let us
consider the edge x1 y1 – it needs to be in two 4-cycles, and the only option for this
to happen is for z and w to be adjacent. The graph we constructed is isomorphic to
the 3-dimensional cube Q3 (Figure 2).
Proposition 3.9 ([17]). Let Γ be an egr(v, 3, 5, λ)-graph. Then Γ is isomorphic to
the Petersen graph P (5, 2), v = 10 and λ = 4, or to the dodecahedron, v = 20 and
λ = 2.
Proof. This proof follows the proof in [17] in the beginning, then it is a little bit
different. The approach however stays the same. Again we know that λ ∈ {2, 4}; if
λ = 4, we get the (3, 5)-Moore graph, which is unique and isomorphic to the Petersen
graph, an egr(10, 3, 5, 4)-graph. The case when λ = 2 is a bit more complicated. We
begin with the following lemma, which will help us with the construction.
Lemma 3.10. Let Γ be an egr(v, 3, g, 2) graph, g ≥ 4. Then every 2-arc y1 xy2 is
contained in exactly one g-cycle.
Proof. Let us denote the remaining neighbour of x by y3 . Since λ = 2, the arc
y1 xy2 can be contained either in zero, one or two g-cycles. If it is contained in two
g-cycles, both the edges xy1 and xy2 cannot be contained in any more girth cycles,
which means the edge xy3 is contained in no girth cycles. Similarly, if the arc y1 xy2
is contained in no girth cycles, then the arcs y1 xy3 and y2 xy3 have to be contained
in two each, which means that the edge xy3 is contained in four g-cycles, which is a
contradiction. This means y1 xy2 has to be contained in exactly one g-cycle.
Let us begin with the construction of a egr(v, 3, 5, 2)-graph. We start with a
5-cycle C, x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 . Each of the vertices in C needs an additional neighbour, and
no pair of them can share an extra one, since that would constitute a cycle of length
less than 5. This means we get five new vertices, each adjacent to exactly one vertex
in cycle C; for xi , we call its new neighbour yi . Let us take a look at the arc y1 x1 x2 .
By Lemma 3.10 it needs to be contained in a girth cycle and since x1 x2 x3 is already
contained in one, y1 and y2 need a common neighbour. We can see that no pair of yi
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and yj can be adjacent – such adjacency would either result in a 4-cycle or a 3-arc
in cycle C, contained in two 5-cycles. This means the common neighbour of y1 and
y2 has to be a new vertex, let us denote it by z1 . We continue in the same way with
the arc y2 x2 x3 and deduce that y2 and y3 need a common neighbour. Similarly as
before, it cannot be any of the yi ’s. It also cannot be z1 , because that would violate
its degree. This means we get another new vertex; denote it by z2 . We continue
in this way to obtain three more new vertices, z3 , z4 and z5 , and get the graph in
Figure 9.

Figure 9: Graph halfway through the construction in the proof of Proposition 3.9.
Each of the vertices zi needs one more neighbour for the graph to be of degree
3. No pair of zi and zj can be adjacent, since that would give us either a 3-cycle
or an arc of the form yi zi yi+1 to be contained in two girth cycles. Therefore we can
assume that z1 has a new neighbour, denoted by w1 . Vertex z2 cannot be adjacent
to w1 , which means it needs another new neighbour too, w2 . Since the arc w1 z1 y2
needs to be contained in a girth cycle and the arc z1 y2 x2 is already contained in
one, w1 and w2 need to be adjacent. We now look at the arc w2 z2 y3 and similarly
as before we see that w2 and z3 need a common neighbour, which cannot be any of
the existing vertices. In this way, we get the vertex w3 , adjacent to w2 and z3 . By
continuing this process, we get the dodecahedron, shown in Figure 10, which is the
unique egr(v, 3, 5, 2)-graph with v = 20.
So far all the cubic graphs for a certain combination of g and λ have been unique.
This situation changes dramatically for larger girths. Let us examine the case of
cubic graphs with g = 6. By Proposition 3.6 we get λ ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}. For the largest
possible λ we get the (3, 6)-Moore graph, which is uniquely the Heawood graph,
shown in Figure 11a, with v = 14. An example of an egr(v, 3, 6, 6)-graph would be
the Möbius-Kantor graph (Figure 11b).
An example of an egr(v, 3, 6, 4)-graph is the Pappus graph on 18 vertices as well
as the Desargues graph on 20 vertices (shown in Figures 12a and 12b). For λ = 2,
the following theorem clears the picture.
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Figure 10: Dodecahedron, the unique edge-girth-regular graph with k = 3, g = 5
and λ = 2.

(a) Heawood graph.

(b) Möbius-Kantor graph.

Figure 11: The cubic edge-girth-regular graphs of girth 6 and λ = 8, 6.
Theorem 3.11 ([17]). For every k ≥ 3 and every g ≥ 6 there exist infinitely many
egr(v, k, g, 2)-graphs.
Proof. The proof relies on a result from topological graph theory, which is not our
main topic of interest and so we will just informally outline the main concepts and
results which support the proof, based on [17]. Informally, an embedding of a graph
is a drawing of a graph on a surface in such a way that edges can intersect only
at their endpoints. All planar graphs can be embedded in the plane and all finite
graphs can be embedded on some surface ([30]) – one can imagine this as drawing
a graph on a sphere and adding handles where two edges would intersect and in
this way one edge "jumps" over the other. A face of a graph embedding is a region
bounded by edges of the graph and a map is an embedding of the graph in which
every face is homeomorphic to an open disc ([21]). We say that a map is of type
{p, q} if every vertex of the underlying graph is of degree q and every face is of
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(a) Pappus graph.

(b) Desargues graph.

Figure 12: Examples of cubic edge-girth-regular graphs of girth 6 and λ = 4.
length p. A well-known result from topological graph theory states that for every
p, q ≥ 3, if p1 + 1q ≤ 12 then there exist infinitely many finite maps of type {p, q} ([33]).
Since for p ≥ 6 and q ≥ 3 the inequality is always satisfied, there exist infinitely
many such maps. The underlying graph is obviously q-regular, but it might have a
smaller girth than p; fortunately, Nedela and Škoviera proved in [22] that of those
infinite maps there is an infinite subset such that all their non-contractible cycles
have length larger than the face length p, which means the girth of the underlying
graphs will be p. Since every edge lies on exactly two faces, it is contained in exactly
two girth cycles of the graph, meaning λ = 2.
This theorem gives us infinite families for not only cubic graphs, but for all
k ≥ 3. In fact, when I examined the proof closely, I noticed that the formulation
of the theorem excludes some pairs of k and g that permit the existence of such a
family – if k ∈ {4, 5}, then g ≥ 4; if k ≥ 6, then it holds for all possible finite girths.
To conclude, we have classified all possible combinations of parameters that
permit the existence of a cubic edge-girth-regular graph of girth at most 5. For
larger girths we saw that for λ = 2 there exist infinitely many cubic edge-girthregular graphs. In the light of what we know about cubic Moore graphs, we know
that we will be able to achieve the bound in Proposition 3.6 for cubic graphs only
in the case when g = 8 and g = 12. In all other cases, the largest possible λ will be
strictly below the bound.

3.2

Tetravalent edge-girth-regular graphs

We continue with the analysis, moving onto the graphs of degree 4. Since the degree
is even, there is no condition on the pairity of λ from Proposition 3.3 any more – the
edge-girth regular graph can exist for the whole admissible spectrum by Proposition
3.6. From the analysis of cubic edge-girth-regular graphs we can speculate that the
lower the λ, the more edge-girth-regular graphs can exist. Let us begin in a similar
manner as in the previous section, with the smallest possible girth 3. The following
proposition is a slightly stronger result than that in [17], as I was able to prove that
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the octahedron is the only egr(v, 4, 3, 2)-graph.
Proposition 3.12. Let Γ be an egr(v, 4, 3, λ)-graph. Then Γ is isomorphic either
to the complete graph K5 , v = 5 and λ = 3, to the octahedron, v = 6 and λ = 2, or
λ = 1.

Figure 13: Octahedron.

Proof. This proof is presented here for the first time. By Proposition 3.6 we see
that λ ≤ 3. For the maximal λ we get the (4, 3)-Moore graph, which is the complete
graph K5 . Let us construct the graph for the case when λ = 2. We start with two
adjacent vertices, x1 and x2 . Since we have λ = 2, they need two distinct common
neighbours, denote them by y1 and y2 . The graph is tetravalent, which means x1
and x2 need a third neighbour each, and they cannot be the same vertex. Denote
the new neighbour of x1 by z1 and the new neighbour of x2 by z2 . Let us look at the
edge x1 y1 . It needs to be contained in two triangles and since x1 is already of degree
4, y1 has to be adjacent to either y2 or z1 . Assume y1 and y2 are connected. In this
case all three of the edges, incident with y1 , are already contained in two triangles,
which means the remaining edge will not be able to be contained in any triangles to
not violate λ = 2. This means y1 and z1 are connected. Similarly we get the edges
y1 z2 , y2 z1 and y2 z2 . These edges are the only ones in the graph that are contained
in only one triangle. Consider now the edge y1 z1 . Since y1 is already of degree 4, z1
has to be adjacent to one of its neighbours. The only one of degree less than 4 is
z2 , which gives us the edge z1 z2 . The graph obtained is the octahedron, shown in
Figure 13.
An example of an egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graph is the Cartesian product of two 3-cycles
C3 □C3 . In fact, the following proposition from [14] gives us a construction of infinitely many edge-girth-regular graphs of girth 3 by using the Cartesian product.
Proposition 3.13. Let Γ1 be an egr(v1 , k1 , 3, λ)-graph and Γ2 be an egr(v2 , k2 , 3, λ)graph. Then the Cartesian product Γ1 □Γ2 is an egr(v1 · v2 , k1 + k2 , 3, λ)-graph.
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We can see that the above holds as the Cartesian product produces no new
triangles, so edges in copies of Γ1 are contained in girth cycles, arising from Γ1 ,
similar holds for edges in Γ2 . This means that for g = 3, we get egr(3n , 2n, 3, 1)graphs for all n ≥ 1 simply with repeating the Cartesian product of n triangles
C3 . Unfortunately, this does not translate to larger girths, since the Cartesian
product always produces new 4-cycles. The following proposition states what we
can nonetheless say about Cartesian products of edge-girth-regular graphs of girth
4; it is a corrected result from [17], where the proof was omitted.
Proposition 3.14. Let Γ1 be an egr(v1 , k1 , 4, λ1 )-graph and Γ2 an egr(v2 , k2 , 4, λ2 )graph, such that λ1 + k2 = λ2 + k1 . Then the Cartesian product Γ1 □Γ2 is an
egr(v1 · v2 , k1 + k2 , 4, λ1 + k2 )-graph.
Proof. Consider an edge of the graph Γ1 □Γ2 , contained in a layer of graph Γ1 .
It is obviously contained in λ1 4-cycles in its layer. Additionally, it will be contained in k2 4-cycles we get from the Cartesian product; they are of the form
(u1 , v1 )(u2 , v1 )(u2 v2 )(u1 v2 ), where u1 u2 ∈ E(Γ1 ) and v1 v2 ∈ E(Γ2 ). Similarly we
can see that an edge in a layer of Γ2 is contained in λ2 4-cycles in the Γ2 layer in k1
4-cycles emerging from the Cartesian product. Since we have λ1 + k2 = λ2 + k1 , the
graph is edge-girth-regular.
The graph C3 □C3 is far from being the only egr(v, 4, 3, 1) graph; as before we can
see that the smaller the λ, the more edge-girth-regular graphs with this parameter
seem to exist. The natural question, which we will consider in Section 4, becomes
not which are the specific graphs for combinations of parameters but rather what
is the smallest such graph in the sense of the number of vertices. We will try to
answer this question in the next section.
Let us consider the next case, tetravalent edge-girth-regular graphs of girth 4
and more. From Proposition 3.6 we get λ ≤ 9, and for the upper bound we get
the unique (4, 4)-Moore graph, the graph K4,4 with v = 8. From the proof of
theorem 3.11 we can see that there exist infinitely many egr(v, 4, 4, 2)-graphs, and
the construction from [26] gives us infinitely many egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graphs as well. The
next two theorems state the existence of at least one tetravalent edge-girth-regular
for λ = 1 and girth g ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}. They rely on new constructions, presented in
[17], which we will omit.
Theorem 3.15 ([17]). Let g ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}. Then there exists an egr(v, 4, g, 1)-graph,
where v = (g − 1)g g−2 (g − 2)g−2 .
Theorem 3.16 ([17]). Let g ∈ {8, 9}. Then there exists an egr(v, 4, g, 1)-graph,
where v = (2g − 3)g g−2 (g − 2)g−2 .

3.3

Generalized median graphs

In this subsection we will consider a construction from [17] that gives us new edgegirth-regular graphs from existing ones. It is a generalized combination of two classic
constructions from topological graph theory, truncation and median maps. If Γ is
a graph of degree k, then the truncation of Γ is obtained from Γ by replacing each
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of its vertices with a k-cycle, each of the vertices in the cycle incident with one of
the edges connected to the original vertex. Such a truncation is obviously cubic.
We can generalize this definition: we get a generalized truncation of Γ1 by Γ2 by
replacing each vertex in Γ1 with a copy of a small graph Γ2 [2, 11]. We can see that
the graph Γ1 has to be of degree at least 3. Let us formalise this definition.
Definition 3.17 ([10]). Let Γ1 be a finite graph of degree k and let the set D(Γ1 )
be the set of arcs of Γ1 . A vertex-neighbourhood labelling of Γ1 is a function
ρ : A(Γ1 ) ↦→ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1},
such that for every vertex v in Γ1 , ρ is a bijection from the set of arcs, beginning in u, to {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}. Let Γ2 be a graph of order k with vertices labelled
u0 , u1 , . . . , uk−1 . Then the generalized truncation of the graph Γ1 by Γ2 is the graph,
denoted by T (Γ1 , ρ; Γ2 ), and obtained from Γ1 with replacing each vertex in Γ1 with
a copy of Γ2 with respect to the labelling ρ: in the copy of Γ2 , replacing the vertex
v from the graph Γ1 , the vertex ui is connected to the arc labelled i.
Example 3.18. Figure 14 shows the truncated dodecahedron – every vertex of the
dodecahedron has been replaced by a 3-cycle, since the degree of the dodecahedron
is 3. The resulting graph is cubic and has 60 vertices.

Figure 14: Truncated dodecahedron.
The labelling ρ is an essential part of the construction of a generalized truncation,
but in our case it does not influence the properties that we are interested in, so we
will consider the generalized truncations without paying attention to the labelling
function and we will therefore label them T (Γ1 , Γ2 ). The following theorem considers
the girth of a generalized truncation.
Theorem 3.19 ([11]). Let Γ1 be a finite graph of degree k and girth g and let Γ2
be a graph of order k, degree k ′ and girth g ′ . Then the generalized truncation graph
T (Γ1 , Γ2 ) is a (k ′ + 1)-regular graph of girth not smaller than min{2g, g ′ }, and if
g ′ ≤ 2g, then g ′ is the exact girth of T (Γ1 , Γ2 ).
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If we look at Figure 14 we can quickly see that the edges of the graph can be
split into two types: the edges from the original dodecahedron and the ’new’ edges
from the triangles, replacing the vertices of the original graph. The new edges
are contained in one triangle each, whereas the old edges are not contained in any
triangles; they are, however, contained in 10-cycles that originate from the 5-cycles
of the dodecahedron which have been doubled in size. This situation applies in
general: the edge set of a generalized truncation T (Γ1 , Γ2 ) always consist of two
types of edges: the edges from the original graph Γ1 that are now connected to
copies of Γ2 , and the edges in these copies. We can see that all cycles of the original
graph have been doubled in size, including the girth cycles, and the edges, contained
in the copies Γ2 , are contained in the same number of the smallest cycles of Γ2 as
in the original graph Γ2 . This means that if the girth of Γ1 is greater than half
of the girth of Γ2 , the girth of the truncation T (Γ1 , Γ2 ) will be equal to the girth
of Γ2 , and the edges of the original graph Γ1 will not be contained in any girth
cycles. If we go back to edge-girth-regular graphs, if Γ2 is an egr(k, k ′ , g ′ , λ)-graph,
the edges of the copies of Γ2 in the truncation will still be contained in λ girth
cycles of the truncation; the edges of the original graph Γ1 , however, will not be
contained in any girth cycles, which means that the truncation will not be an edgegirth-regular graph. We can force the graph to be edge-girth-regular if we remove
the problematic edges and identify the vertices that were connected by such an
edge; we call such a graph a generalized median graph and denote it by M (Γ1 , Γ2 )
([17]). For a generalized median graph to be edge-girth-regular, the identification
of the vertices in the last step of the construction must not produce any new girth
cycles, which means that the girth of Γ1 must be strictly larger than the girth of Γ2 .
To extend on the example of a truncated dodecahedron, this construction presents
us with an egr(30, 4, 3, 1)-graph. The next theorem is a direct result of the above
discussion.
Theorem 3.20 ([17]). Let Γ2 be an egr(k, k ′ , g ′ , λ)-graph and let Γ1 be a k-regular
graph of order v with girth g > g ′ . Then the generalized median graph M (Γ1 , Γ2 ) is
, 2k ′ , g ′ , λ)-graph.
an egr( v·k
2
The above theorem gives us a direct path to the proof of the main theorem of
this section.
Theorem 3.21 ([17]). If there is an egr(v, k, g, λ)-graph, then there exist infinitely
many egr(v ′ , 2k, g, λ)-graphs.
Proof. This proof is the same as in [17]. Let Γ2 be the egr(v, k, g, λ)-graph. Erdős
and Sachs have constructed infinitely many (k ′ , g ′ )-graphs for any given k ′ , g ′ ≥ 3
in [9], therefore we have infinitely many v-regular graphs Γ1 of girth strictly larger
than that of the graph Γ2 . From Theorem 3.20 we can see that if we have such a
′
graph, we can construct an egr( v2v , 2k, g, λ)-graph as the generalized median graph
M (Γ1 , Γ2 ) and so we have infinitely many egr(v ′ , 2k, g, λ)-graphs.
In the previous sections we guessed that for small λ’s we have many edge-girthregular graphs; the following corollary of the above theorem proves this for λ = 1.
Corollary 3.22 ([17]). For every r ≥ 2 and every g ≥ 3, there exist infinitely many
egr(v, 2r , g, 1)-graphs.
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Proof. This is a generalization of the proof in [17], where the authors limit themselves
to graphs of girth 4. Start with a g-regular graph Γ1 with girth g ′ > g and denote
, 4, g, 1)-graph
its order by v. The generalized median graph M (Γ1 , Cg ) is an egr( vg
2
(note here that vg has to be even, which holds by the handshaking lemma). We can
r−1
now recursively construct egr(v ′ , 2r , g, 1)-graphs with v ′ = vg
– in each step we
2r−1
take the generated median graph from the previous step as Γ2 and a graph of some
order, valency equal to the order of the median graph and girth greater than g. By
[9] and Theorem 3.21 we can in each step construct infinitely many non-isomorphic
graphs with these properties.

4

New results on edge-girth-regular graphs

The graphs constructed in the proofs of Theorems 3.15 and 3.16 are far from
being the smallest with these parameters – for example, for girth 4 we get an
egr(192, 4, 4, 1)-graph. We can also construct an edge-girth-regular graph of girth 4
with λ = 1 using the generalized median graph construction from the previous section – we use the 4-cycle as the seed graph and since we want to find as small a graph
as possible, we use the (4, 5)-cage graph as Γ1 . This is the Robertson graph from
Figure 6, which is of order 19. This means that the resulting median graph would be
= 38, which still seems high for a smallest graph
an egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph with v = 19·4
2
with these parameters. The natural question therefore arises, what is the smallest
number of vertices that permits the existence of an edge-girth-regular graph with
certain parameters and what are the corresponding graphs? This question is similar
to the cage problem, where we try to find the smallest number of vertices that allow
the existence of a (k, g)-graph. This has been studied extensively yet is still an open
problem in general. In this section we will therefore address the question of finding lower bounds on the number of vertices of egr(v, k, g, 1) graphs with particular
parameters. Such graphs have been called girth-tight in [25]. First we calculated a
general bound that holds for all edge-girth-regular graphs with λ = 1, which is a
generalization of Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 4.1. Let Γ be an egr(v, k, g, 1) graph. Then one of the following holds:
1. If g ≡ 0 (mod 4) or g ≡ 3 (mod 4), then
⌊ g4 ⌋−1

v≥g+

∑

g(k − 2)(k − 1)i ,

i=0

2. If g ≡ 1 (mod 4) or g ≡ 2 (mod 4), then
⌊ g4 ⌋−1

v≥g+

∑
i=0

g
g
g(k − 2)(k − 1)i + ⌊ ⌋(k − 2)(k − 1)⌊ 4 ⌋+1 .
2

Proof. The proof is based on a construction of small edge-girth-regular graphs with
λ = 1. Let C be a g-cycle. Since the graph is of degree k, each of the vertices in
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the cycle C needs k − 2 additional neighbours. None of them can be adjacent to
two vertices in C since that would give us a cycle of length at most ⌊ g2 ⌋ + 2, which
is either equal (in which case we have edges in C contained in two girth cycles) or
smaller than g. Since all vertices that we added need to be of degree k, all of them
need additional k − 1 neighbours. The vertices that are added can be connected to
each other in two different ways: either they all stem from the same vertex in C, or
they stem from different vertices in C. In the first case they form a new cycle that
shares no edges with C, which has to be of length at least g – we can keep adding
vertices until the last layer of them is at the distance ⌊ g2 ⌋ from the vertex in C. In
the second case, the cycle we get from this edge will contain at least one edge from
C and so it needs to be of length strictly greater than g. Observe that in this case
we will be able to add fewer vertices, so this is the case we need to take into account
when considering the lower bound. Since the distance between two vertices in C
is at most ⌊ g2 ⌋, we need to add at least ⌈ g2 ⌉ vertices to get a cycle of length larger
than g. This means we can keep adding new vertices to the existing ones to achieve
theg desired degree of each one
untilg each of the vertices is at the distance at least
⌈ g2 ⌉
⌈ ⌉
⌈2⌉
⌊ 2 ⌋ to a vertex in C. If ⌊ 2 ⌋ = 22 , we cannot add any more vertices; otherwise,
we can add another layer of vertices to one half of the existing ones – the ones that
stem from one half of the cycle C (a path of length ⌊ g2 ⌋).
If we want to connect two vertices stemming from the vertex x in C, they each
need to be at distance ⌊ g2 ⌋ from x if g is odd; if it is even, we can connect two
vertices at distance g2 − 1 from x to one vertex at the distance g2 . The number of
vertices
added in this way will usually be much larger than in the first case, since
⌈ g2 ⌉
⌊ 2 ⌋ ≤ ⌊ g2 ⌋, so this case never produces a minimal number of vertices. The equality
⌊

⌈ g2 ⌉
⌋
2

= ⌊ g2 ⌋ is achieved only for g = 3.

We will continue with trying to find the smallest possible number of vertices for
egr(v, k, g, 1)-graphs with certain parameters. Since λ is odd, k needs to be even, so
we will start with the smallest possible values for all the parameters: k = 4, g = 3.

4.1

Minimal egr(v, 4, 3, 1) graph

In this section we find all egr(v, 4, 3, 1) graphs with the smallest possible number
of vertices. Since we know that C3 □C3 is an egr(9, 4, 3, 1) graph, the order of the
smallest egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graph will be at most 9; on the other hand, by Proposition
4.1 we know that the order of such a graph is at least 9, which means that the
smallest tetravalent edge-girth-regular graph with girth 4 and λ = 1 has order 9.
The remaining question is to determine all egr(9, 4, 3, 1)-graphs. By constructing the
graph with the given properties we will prove that C3 □C3 is the only egr(9, 4, 3, 1)graph.
We will construct the graph in steps starting from a 3-cycle C. Let us denote
its vertices x, y and z. Since the graph is 4-regular, each of these vertices has to
have two additional neighbours. None of the additional neighbours can be adjacent
to two of x, y and z at once since that would constitute a 3-cycle with one of the
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edges xy, xz or yz contained in two 3-cycles. Let us denote the remaining vertices
adjacent to x, y and z as x1 and x2 , y1 , y2 and z1 , z2 respectively.
Since we know that v = 9 and thus far our construction gave us the desired
number of vertices, we cannot add any more vertices to achieve minimality.

Figure 15: Constructed graph after the third step.
Edges xx1 and xx2 should be contained in one 3-cycle and the other edges,
incident to x, are already contained in one 3-cycle, so x1 and x2 are adjacent.
Similarly it follows that y1 y2 ∈ E(Γ) and z1 z2 ∈ E(Γ) as shown in Figure 15.
Let us take a closer look at x1 . We already established it cannot be adjacent to
y or z. It also cannot be adjacent to y1 and y2 at the same time, as this would lead
to the edge y1 y2 being contained in two 3-cycles. Similarly, x1 cannot be adjacent
to both z1 and z2 . We can therefore assume x1 y1 ∈ E(Γ), x1 z1 ∈ E(Γ) and it follows
that y1 z1 ∈ E(Γ). The vertices x1 , y1 and z1 are now all of appropriate degree.
We get an analogous result for x2 , y2 and z2 . The graph obtained is isomorphic to
C3 □C3 (Figure 16), and so I have proven the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Let Γ be an egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graph. Then v ≥ 9 and if v = 9, Γ is
isomorphic to the Cartesian product C3 □C3 .
To conclude, the minimal number of vertices of any egr(v, 4, 3, 1) graph is 9, and
C3 □C3 is the unique egr(9, 4, 3, 1) graph. We should point out that C3 □C3 is by no
means the only egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graph, but merely the smallest.

4.2

Minimal egr(v, 4, 4, 1) graph

We continue with increasing the girth by one to 4 and search for the smallest
egr(v, 4, 4, λ) graph for λ = 1. First, notice that by Proposition 3.3, we know
= 4v
= v2 . It follows that the number of
that the number of 4-cycles in Γ equals vkλ
2g
8
vertices of any egr(v, 4, 4, 1) graph must be even. Employing Proposition 4.1 we get
v ≥ 12.
To establish an upper bound in terms of a known edge-girth-regular graph with
the set parameters, let us introduce the Praeger-Xu graphs. For this, we first need
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Figure 16: Fully constructed graph, isomorphic to C3 □C3 .
some notation of bit strings. A bit string of length k is a concatenation of k symbols,
each of them equal either to ’0’ or ’1’. For example, the string x = 00101111 is a bit
string of length 8. If x is a bit string of length k, the string 1x is a bit string of length
k + 1 that we get from x by adding a 1 at the beginning; similar definitions hold for
0x, x1 and x0. The following definition uses the bit string to define a Praegher-Xu
graph.
Definition 4.3 ([25]). The Praeger-Xu graph P X(n, k) is defined as follows: The
vertices of P X(n, k) are the ordered pairs (i, x), where i ∈ Zn and x is a bit string of
length k. The edges of this graph consist of all pairs of the form {(j, 0x), (j +1, x0)},
{(j, 0x), (j +1, x1)}, {(j, 1x), (j +1, x0)}, {(j, 1x), (j +1, x1)}, where x is a bit string
of length k − 1.
The graph P X(5, 2), shown in Figure 17, is an egr(20, 4, 4, 1)-graph and so far,
this is the minimal known number of vertices for an egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph. Notice
that for n > 5, all other P X(n, 2) are also egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graphs with v = 4n. Thus,
we have an infinite family of egr(20 + 4v, 4, 4, 1)-graphs, where v ∈ N0 . Note that
Praeger-Xu graphs are edge- as well as vertex-transitive ([25]). Since we have a
complete list of tetravalent edge-transitive graphs of order up to 512 ([32]), we were
able to check that P X(5, 2) is the smallest edge transitive egr(v, 4, 4, 1) graph.
We continue with a brute force construction of an egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph as in the
previous case where girth was equal to 3. Let us start with a 4-cycle with vertices
x, y, z and w. Each of these has two additional neighbours, none of which can be
adjacent to two of x, y, z and w at the same time – this would either constitute a
triangle or a 4-cycle with 2 of its edges contained in more than one 4-cycle. Let us denote the new vertices with x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 , z1 , z2 , w1 and w2 . The partially constructed
graph is shown in Figure 18.
Let us look at x1 . It cannot be adjacent to y1 – this would mean the edge xy
would be contained in two 4-cycles. Analogously, it cannot be adjacent to y2 , w1 or
w2 . It can be adjacent to z1 and z2 though, but this means we will need to add at
least one new vertex, adjacent to x1 , to achieve the desired valency. The options
therefore are:
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Figure 17: P X(5, 2) graph.
• x1 is adjacent to z1 , z2 and one new vertex: in this case, x2 is connected to
one of z1 , z2 and the new vertex, and as it cannot be connected to any more
of the existing vertices, we need to add two new vertices as neighbours for x2 ;
• x1 is adjacent to z1 and two new vertices: x2 needs to share a neighbour with
x2 and needs two more neighbours, one of which can be z2 , but the other needs
to be a new vertex;
• x1 is adjacent to three new vertices.
In all three cases we needed to add at least 3 new vertices to the existing 12. Since
we know that the number of vertices has to be even, we have proven v ≥ 16. This
means that the options for the minimal number of vertices, permitting the existence
of an egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph are 16, 18 or 20.
We tried to construct the graph as in the previous case for g = 3, but our search
here was not fruitful. Through trial and error we have found a graph on 22 vertices
that is an egr(22, 4, 4, 1)-graph, shown in Figure 19, the graph EGR22.
To prove that this graph is indeed an egr(22, 4, 4, 1) graph it is enough to check
that every edge is in one 4-cycle. We have edges of five different types: 4 black edges,
8 orange edges, 8 green edges, 16 blue edges and 8 red edges. Each type of edges
constitutes an orbit of the edge set of the graph under the group of automorphisms.
It is therefore enough to check that one representative of each of them lies in exactly
1 4-cycle.
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Figure 18: Constructed graph after the first two steps.
Consider the black edges first, choose a black edge and denote its incident vertices
with b1 and b2 . For a black edge to be contained in two 4-cycles, the incident vertices
have to have two pairs of neighbours that are adjacent. The first pair is, of course,
the vertices lying in the black 4-cycle. All other edges, incident with vertices b1 and
b2 , are orange, and are therefore contained in the same orbit of edges. The options
for the second 4-cycles are therefore that it contains the edge b1 b2 and two orange
edges or one orange and one black edge. We can see from Figure 19 that no two
vertices, adjacent to b1 and b2 by the orange edges, are adjacent among themselves,
which means a black edge cannot be contained in such a 4-cycle. The same goes
for the remaining combination, which means that the black edges are contained in
exactly one 4-cycle.
We continue in this fashion and check that no edge lies in more than one 4-cycle.
This has also been checked in a program written in Mathematica that checks the
number of girth cycles each edge is contained in.
The graph EGR22 is not vertex-transitive – a vertex, incident with two black
and two orange edges lies in eight 5-cycles, but a vertex, incident with four green
edges lies in ten. It is also not edge-transitive: any blue edge lies on four 5-cycles,
whereas any black edge lies on only two. This makes it the smallest known example
of an egr(v, 4, 4, 1) graph that is not vertex- or edge-transitive.
4.2.1

Restriction to bipartite graphs

Since the search for the smallest general tetravalent edge-girth-regular graph of girth
four and λ = 1 was not successful, we will continue our research by narrowing down
the families of graphs we will be looking at and trying to find the smallest one in
each one. Let us first look at the case where Γ is a bipartite graph. Since Γ has to
be regular, both parts of the graph have to be of the same size and therefore v has
to be even. We would like to find a tetravalent bipartite edge-girth-regular graph
of girth 4 with the minimal number of vertices. It is obvious that the Praegher-Xu
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Figure 19: Graph EGR22, an egr(22, 4, 4, 1)-graph.
graph P X(n, k) is bipartite when n is even, the smallest edge-girth-regular one with
λ = 1 being P X(6, 2) on 24 vertices.
We will continue with the construction of a bipartite egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph to find
the smallest possible v for these constraints and prove that v ≥ 24. We start with a
vertex x0 and connect it to 4 vertices in the other part. Denote the part containing
x0 by X and the second part by Y . Since we need each edge to be in a 4-cycle, two
pairs of neighbours of vertex x0 will have a new common neighbour. All vertices
at the distance 1 from x0 need two additional neighbours, which cannot be any of
the existing vertices, and all of them need to be distinct, otherwise we get a new
4-cycle with the vertex x0 . This means we get 8 new vertices in part X, which means
|X| ≥ 11. Since both parts are of the same order, this means we have v ≥ 22, and
because we already have an example on 24 vertices, no more vertices can be added
to get a smaller graph. Let us therefore denote the vertices in part X by x0 , . . . , x10 ,
and vertices in Y by y0 , . . . , y10 (Figure 20).
Vertices x3 and x4 need a common neighbour, for example vertex y4 . Vertex
x1 needs two more neighbours, none of which can be y4 , so they have to be two of
the remaining empty vertices Y , say y5 and y6 . Vertices x3 and x4 need two more
neighbours each to achieve degree 4 and they cannot share another neighbour. We
already saw that they cannot share a neighbour with vertex y1 . This means they
are connected to y7 , y8 and y9 , y10 (Figure 21).
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Figure 20: With the additional neighbours for each vertex, adjacent to x0 , we get
v ≥ 22.
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Figure 21: Vertices x1 , x3 and x5 need 2 neighbours each in the set of the vertices
{y5 , . . . , y10 }.
Vertex x2 needs two more neighbours. It cannot be adjacent to x5 and x6 at
the same time, since that leaves only two possible neighbours for these two vertices,
which cannot have another common neighbour. The same goes for the pairs y7 , y8
and y9 , y10 . The remaining options are that x2 is adjacent to y4 and either y5 or
y7 (other options are symmetric), or that x2 is adjacent to y5 and y7 (again, other
possibilities are symmetric). Let us first examine the second option. This would
mean that y5 and y7 need a common neighbour. It cannot be any of the vertices
{x7 , . . . , x10 }, since we would for example get a 4-cycle y7 − x2 − y2 − x7 . This means
they have to be adjacent to vertex x5 , which is also impossible, since we get a 4-cycle
y5 − x5 − y1 − x1 . It follows that vertex x2 has to be adjacent to vertex y4 .
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Figure 22: The edge y7 x5 lies in two 4-cycles, y7 − x5 − y1 − x6 and y7 − x5 − y4 − x2 .
Let us consider the case where x2 is also adjacent to y5 . As before, we can see
that y4 and y5 cannot be adjacent to any of the vertices {x7 , . . . , x10 }, and vertex
y5 cannot be adjacent to vertices x5 or x6 . With the same reasoning as before, y4
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and y7 cannot have the common neighbour in vertices {x7 , . . . , x10 }, which means
they are adjacent to vertex x5 . Vertex y7 needs an additional neighbour, which has
to be vertex x6 . This constitutes a 4-cycle y7 − x6 − y1 − x5 , and the edge y7 x6 is
contained in two 4-cycles.
This means there is no bipartite 4-regular graph on 22 vertices with girth 4 and
the property that every edge lies in exactly one girth cycle and we have proven the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.4. Let Γ be a bipartite egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph. Then v is even and
v ≥ 24.
The question remains if P X(6, 2) is the unique bipartite egr(24, 4, 4, 1) graph.
The following proposition states a general minimal bound on the number of
vertices for bipartite edge-girth-regular graphs of girth 4 with λ = 1.
Proposition 4.5. Let Γ be a bipartite egr(v, k, 4, 1) graph. Then
v ≥ 2k 2 − 3k + 2.
Proof. First notice that by Proposition 3.3 we know that k has to be even. Since
the graph is regular, both parts in the partition of the graph have to be of the same
size. Let us denote the parts of the graph X and Y .
Start with a vertex x ∈ X. It has k neighbours in Y, y1 , . . . , yk , and pairs of them
have common neighbours in X, x1 , . . . , x k . They all have to be distinct, otherwise
2
we get edges in more than one 4-cycle. The vertex y1 has to be adjacent to k − 2
more vertices in X and since it cannot be connected to more than one xi we need
an additional k − 2 vertices in X. The same holds for every other yi . None of the
new vertices can be adjacent to more than one yi at the same time – this would give
us a new 4-cycle with the vertex x. Therefore we have k(k − 2) new vertices in X.
We have
k
|X| ≥ 1 + + k(k − 2),
2
which means
k
v ≥ 2(1 + + k(k − 2)) = 2k 2 − 3k + 2.
2
Note that this bound is not necessarily tight – for k = 4 this gives us v ≥ 22,
when we know the tight bound to be 24. Let us generalise this for all g.
Proposition 4.6. Let Γ be a bipartite egr(v, k, g, 1) graph. Then g is even and
{
g 2
k − ( g2 + 1)k + 2, if g ≡ 0 (mod 4)
2
v≥
( g2 − 1)k 2 − ( g2 + 2)k + 2 + 2a, if g ≡ 2 (mod 4),
where
a=⌊

kg g
kg
kg
⌋(( − 2)(k − 3) + k − 4) + k − 2 + ( − ⌊ ⌋)(k − 3).
4
2
4
4
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Proof. The proof will closely follow the proof of the Proposition 4.5 with the generalisation for the girth. As before, we have a regular bipartite graph with parts X
and Y , which have to be of the same size. We begin with a vertex x ∈ X with k of
its neighbours in Y . Pairs of these neighbours have to be in disjoint g-cycles, which
gives us k2 cycles, each of them having g2 vertices in X and g2 in Y . The number of
vertices in X thus far is therefore k2 ( g2 − 1) + 1, since the vertex x is contained in
each g-cycle, and the number of vertices in Y is g2 k2 . Each of the vertices in Y needs
additional k − 2 neighbours. Can two of them share a neighbour? The distance between the vertex x and any of the vertices in Y is at most g2 in the case when g = 2
mod 4, and g2 − 1 when g = 0 mod 4. If at least one of the two vertices in Y which
have a new common vertex in X is at a distance strictly less than g2 , we will get a
new cycle containing x, which will be of length at most g. If the length is less, this is
a contradiction. If it is of length g we have edges, incident with x, that are contained
in more than one g-cycle. If g = 2 mod 4 we can have a common vertex of two
vertices at the distance g2 from x. There are exactly k2 vertices at that distance. The
first one of these has to have k − 2 new neighbours in X. The second one can share
one vertex with the first one and needs at least k − 3 new neighbours and so on,
until we reach the g2 -th vertex, which we can connect to a neighbour of the vertex
before it as well as a neighbour of the first vertex, obtaining a g-cycle. Therefore, we
need to add at least k − 4 vertices. If we continue in a similar fashion, we see that
we have to add at least ⌊ k2 / g2 ⌋(( g2 − 2)(k − 3) + k − 4) + k − 2 + ( k2 / g2 − ⌊ k2 / g2 ⌋)(k − 3)
vertices.
4.2.2

Restriction to Cayley graphs

In this section we will consider the case where Γ is both an egr(v, 4, 4, 1) and a
Cayley graph and prove that there are no egr(v, k, 4, 1) Cayley graphs of Abelian
groups. First let us define Cayley graphs and give some basic examples.
Definition 4.7. Let G be a group and S ⊆ G such that e ∈
/ S, where e is the
identity element, and S = S −1 . The Cayley graph Cay(G, S) is defined as follows:
Its set of vertices corresponds to the set of elements of the group G and vertices g
and h are connected whenever gh−1 ∈ S.
It is important to note that the Cayley graph of a group largely depends on
the choice of S. The condition e ∈
/ S means that we do not allow loops (edges
connecting a vertex with itself), and the condition S = S −1 means that the edges
are undirected. Because of this condition we sometimes omit the inverses of the
elements in S when we are listing them. We can see that Cay(G, S) is connected
if and only if S generates G. Since we are working with connected graphs only, we
will always assume the subgroup generated by S is equal to G. Cayley graphs are
always regular with every vertex having the degree |S|. All Cayley graphs are vertex
transitive; the inverse is not necessarily true. The smallest vertex transitive graph
that is not a Cayley graph is the Petersen graph.
Example 4.8. Let us take the group Zn , the set S = {1, −1} as the generating set
and look at the Cayley graph Cay(Zn , S). This graph is isomorphic to the n-cycle
Cn . If we took a different set S, we would get a different graph, for example if
S = Zn \ {0}, then Cay(Zn , S) ∼
= Kn .
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We can think of the ordered edges of a Cayley graph as being coloured by the
elements of the set S. Cycles in a Cayley graph can be associated with cyclically
reduced words w(x1 , . . . , xk ),where x1 , . . . , xk are the colours of the ordered edges
that satisfy the condition
x1 + · · · + xk = 0.
(4.1)
Here a word w is said to be cyclically reduced if no letter xi is directly followed by
its inverse, either inside the word or in the first and last position [5]. Length of the
word w is equal to the length of the associated cycle. The following proposition
states some simple properties of Cayley graphs of Abelian groups where the set S is
of order at least 3.
Proposition 4.9. Let G be an Abelian group and S ⊆ G such that S = S −1 , e ∈
/ S,
|S| ≥ 3 and S generates G. Then the graph Cay(G, S) contains a 4-cycle (possibly
not induced). If the girth of Cay(G, S) is 4, the graph cannot be edge-girth-regular
with λ = 1.
Proof. Since |S| ≥ 3 we can find x1 , x2 ∈ S such that x1 + x2 ̸= 0. We therefore have
a reduced word x1 x2 (−x1 )(−x2 ), which satisfies the condition x1 + x2 − x1 − x2 = 0,
meaning it is a 4-cycle. It contains the edge 0 − x1 .
We have at least one other element in S, x3 , and there exists and i ∈ {1, 2} such
that x3 + xi ̸= 0. Without loss of generality we can assume i = 1. We then have a
new reduced word x1 x3 (−x1 )(−x3 ) satisfying the condition 4.1, and since x2 ̸= x3 ,
the edge 0 − x1 is contained in at least two 4-cycles, meaning λ ≥ 2.
We do have some examples of egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graphs which are Cayley, however
the group G of such a graph will be necessarily non-Abelian. Namely, the P X(6, 2)
on 24 vertices is a Cayley egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph (while on the contrary, P X(5, 2) is
not Cayley [18]).

4.3

Tetravalent edge-girth-regular Cayley graphs of Abelian
groups

In this section we systematically tackle the problem of edge-girth-regularity of
tetravalent Cayley graphs of Abelian groups. We divide them into two separate
subsets, the ones with girth 3 and girth 4. We first look at the more complicated
case when the girth equals 4; the proof for the second case will then, in comparison,
be rather straightforward.
By Proposition 3.6 we know that for tetravalent graphs with girth 4, λ ≤ (k −
g
1) 2 = 32 = 9. Since we know from the previous section that for such graphs λ = 1
is impossible, we want to fully explore which values for λ are possible and what
conditions the choice of λ bestows upon the underlying group.
We will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.10. Let G be an Abelian group and S ⊆ G such that |S| = 4 and S
generates G. Let Γ = Cay(G, S) and girth(Γ) = 4. Then one of the following is
true:
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1. Γ is an egr(v, 4, 4, 2)-graph, if S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 ̸= 0, 4x2 ̸= 0,
2x1 ̸= ±2x2 , 3x1 ̸= ±x2 and x1 ̸= ±3x2 ;
2. Γ is an egr(v, 4, 4, 3)-graph, if either
(a) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 = 0, 4x2 = 0, 2x1 ̸= ±2x2 , 3x1 ̸= ±x2 and
x1 ̸= ±3x2 ,
(b) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , x3 }, where 2x2 = 2x3 = 0, 4x1 = 0, 3x1 ̸= x2 , 3x1 ̸= x3
and 2x1 ̸= x2 + x3 ,
(c) S = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 } and 2xi = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 4};
3. Γ is an egr(v, 4, 4, 5)-graph, if S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 ̸= 0, 4x2 ̸= 0,
3x1 ̸= ±x2 , x1 ̸= ±3x2 and either 2x1 = 2x2 or 2x1 = −2x2 ;
4. Γ is an egr(v, 4, 4, 6)-graph, if S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 ̸= 0, 4x2 ̸= 0,
2x1 ̸= ±2x2 and either 3x1 = x2 , x1 = −3x2 or 3x1 = −x2 , x1 = 3x2 ;
5. Γ is an egr(v, 4, 4, 9)-graph and it is isomorphic to K4,4 , if either
(a) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 2x1 = 2x2 , 2x1 = −2x2 , 3x1 ̸= ±x2 and x1 ̸=
±3x2 ,
(b) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 ̸= 0, 4x2 ̸= 0 and either 2x1 = 2x2 , 3x1 =
−x2 or 2x1 = −2x2 , 3x1 = x2 ,
(c) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , x3 }, where 2x2 = 2x3 = 0, 4x1 = 0, 3x1 ̸= x2 , 3x1 ̸= x3
and 2x1 = x2 + x3 ;
6. Γ is not edge-girth-regular.
From the above theorem we can conclude the following:
Corollary 4.11. Let Γ be a tetravalent Cayley graph of girth 4 of an Abelian group.
If Γ is edge-girth-regular, then λ ∈ {2, 3, 5, 6, 9}.
For girth 3, we know that λ ≤ 3. The possibilities are listed below.
Theorem 4.12. Let G be an Abelian group and S ⊆ G such that |S| = 4 and S
generates G. Let Γ = Cay(G, S) and girth(Γ) = 3. Then one of the following is
true:
1. Γ is an egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graph, if S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 3x1 = 0, 3x2 = 0,
2x1 ̸= ±x2 and 2x2 ̸= ±x1 ;
2. Γ is an egr(v, 4, 3, 2)-graph, if S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 3x1 = 0, 3x2 ̸= 0 and
either x1 = 2x2 or x1 = −2x2 ,
3. Γ is an egr(v, 4, 3, 3)-graph and is isomorphic to K5 , if S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 },
3x1 ̸= 0, 3x2 ̸= 0, 2x1 = x2 and 2x2 = −x1 ;
4. Γ is not edge-girth-regular.
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Contrary to the case of girth 4, we can see that tetravalent edge-girth-regular
Cayley graphs of Abelian groups with girth 3 exist for the whole possible spectrum
for λ. The result for tetravalent graphs can be also used as a simple way to decide,
whether a tetravalent graph is a Cayley graph of an Abelian group – if it is edgegirth-regular with λ ∈ {1, 4, 7, 8}, then it certainly cannot be.
4.3.1

Proofs of Theorems 4.10 and 4.12

We will start with a thorough proof of Theorem 4.10, and continue with the second
proof a bit faster.
Since we want the girth of our graph to be 4 we cannot have a cyclically reduced
word w of length 3 that satisfies the condition xi1 + xi2 + xi3 = 0. We say that an
element of the group is an involution if it is its own inverse (equivalently, if it is of
order 2). We want our graphs to be tetravalent and this means the generating set
S can consist either of two elements of order greater than 2 and their inverses, two
involutions and one element of greater order with its inverse, or 4 involutions. Let
us consider the possible cases.
1. S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }
Let us look at the edge 0x1 . We already know that it is contained in at least the
two 4-cycles, associated to the words x1 x2 (−x1 )(−x2 ) and x1 (−x2 )(−x1 )x2 . If
it is to be contained in any other 4-cycle, the words associated would have to
be one of the following forms:
(a) x1 yzx2 , satisfying the conditions x1 +y +z +x2 = 0, where y ∈ S \{−x1 },
z ∈ S \ {−y, −x2 }
(b) x1 yz(−x2 ), satisfying the conditions x1 + y + z − x2 = 0 ,where y ∈
S \ {−x1 }, z ∈ S \ {−y, x2 }
(c) x1 yzx1 , satisfying the conditions x1 +y +z +x1 = 0, where y ∈ S \{−x1 },
z ∈ S \ {−y, −x1 }
Let us analyse the cases separately.
(a) x1 yzx2 :
i. y = x1 :
• z = x1 ⇒ 3x1 + x2 = 0 ⇒ 3x1 = −x2
• z = x2 ⇒ 2x1 = −2x2
ii. y = x2 :
• z = x1 ⇒ 2x1 = −2x2
• z = −x1 ⇒ 2x2 = 0, a contradiction.
• z = x2 ⇒ 3x2 = −x1
iii. y = −x2 :
• z = x1 ⇒ 2x1 = 0, a contradiction.
• z = −x1 : this is one of the original 4-cycles containing the edge
0x1 .
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(b) x1 yz(−x2 ):
i. y = x1 :
• z = −x2 ⇒ 2x1 = 2x2
• z = x1 ⇒ 3x1 = x2
ii. y = x2 :
• z = −x1 : this is one of the original 4-cycles containing the edge
0x1 .
• z = x1 ⇒ 2x1 = 0, a contradiction.
iii. y = −x2 :
• z = x1 ⇒ 2x1 = 2x2
• z = −x1 ⇒ −2x2 = 0, a contradiction.
• z = −x2 ⇒ x1 = 3x2
(c) x1 yzx1 :
i. y = x1 :
• z = x1 ⇒ 4x1 = 0
• z = x2 ⇒ 3x1 = −x2
• z = −x2 ⇒ 3x1 = x2
ii. y = x2
• z = x1 ⇒ 3x1 = −x2
• z = x2 ⇒ 2x1 = −2x2
iii. y = −x2 :
• z = x1 ⇒ 3x1 = x2
• z = −x2 ⇒ 2x1 = 2x2
By interchanging the roles of x1 and x2 and/or multiplication by −1 we can
get analogous equations for ±x2 and −x1 . The number of 4-cycles containing
the edge 0x1 is always equal to the number of 4-cycles containing the edge
0(−x1 ) (the same holds for x2 ).
Therefore the options and their effect on other edges are as follows:
(a) 4x1 = 0: this option gives us one new 4-cycle with the edge 0x1 . It does
not affect the number of 4-cycles that contain edges acquired with the
addition or subtraction of x2 .
(b) 2x1 = ±2x2 : we get three new 4-cycles containing the edge 0x1 . Since
the roles of x1 and x2 are interchangeable we also get three new 4-cycles
with x2 and −x2 .
(c) 3x1 = ±x2 : this gives us three new 4-cycles with the edge 0x1 . To
see how this affects the edges we get with addition of x2 , we only need
to interchange the roles of x1 and x2 and we can see that we get one
additional 4-cycle with the edge 0(±x2 ).
(d) x1 = ±3x2 : we get one additional 4-cycle with the edge 0x1 . Similarly as
before we get three new 4-cycles with the edge 0(±x2 ).
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With the conditions above let us consider all the possibilities for λ and see
which ones can occur.
(a) λ = 1: we know from Proposition 4.9 that we cannot have λ = 1.
(b) λ = 2: if x1 and x2 do not satisfy any of the above conditions, every edge
of Cay(G, S) will be contained in exactly two 4-cycles. This means most
of tetravalent Cayley graphs of Abelian groups, where all elements of the
generating set have order at least 5, are egr(v, 4, 4, 2)-graphs.
(c) λ = 3: To get λ = 3 we need every edge in the graph to be contained
in exactly one additional 4-cycle. For the edge 0 − x1 this means we
either need conditions 1a or 1d. But if we have the condition 1d, the
edge 0(±x2 ) will be contained in three additional 4-cycles, which means
for λ = 3 we need 4x1 = 0. Analogously we get 4x2 = 0. This means
|G| ≤ 16. Note that to get λ = 3 no other condition can be fulfilled. Such
a graph is for example Cay(Z4 × Z4 , {(1, 0), (3, 0), (0, 1), (0, 3)}), shown
in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Cay(Z4 × Z4 , {(1, 0), (−1, 0), (0, 1), (0, −1)})
(d) λ = 4: For λ = 4 we would need to have two additional 4-cycles for each
edge. To get this for the edge 0x1 we would need conditions 1a and 1d to
be fulfilled. This means we have 4x1 = 4x2 = 0 and x1 = ±3x2 = ∓x2 ,
which is a contradiction.
(e) λ = 5: We need three additional 4-cycles for each of the edges, for the
edge 0 − x1 this means either the condition 1b or 1c has to be fulfilled.
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If the third condition holds this means that the edge 0 − ±x2 will be
contained in one additional 4-cycle and it would be impossible to get five
4-cycles containing that edge. Therefore to get λ = 5 the condition 1b has
to hold. An example of such a graph would be Cay(Z14 , {3, −3, 4, −4}),
which is an egr(14, 4, 4, 5)-graph.
(f) λ = 6: To achieve λ = 6 we need one of the conditions 1a or 1d and one of
the conditions 1b or 1c to be fulfilled (and analogous for x2 ). If we choose
the condition 1a to hold, we cannot pair it with 1c, since this would give
us an extra 4-cycle for the edge 0(±x2 ). With similar reasoning we get
the only possible pairs of conditions that can hold are either 1a and 1b or
1c and 1d. If the conditions satisfied are 4x1 = 4x2 = 0 and 2x1 = ±2x2
we get 2x1 = ∓2x2 , which means we get an additional three 4-cycles
containing the edge 0x1 and this edge will be contained in nine 4-cycles.
The second option gives us the equation ±9x1 = ±x1 ⇒ 8x1 = 0 or
10x1 = 0 (and analogous for x2 ). If 8x1 = 8x2 = 0, this means either
3x1 −x2 = 3x2 −x1 = 0 or 3x1 +x2 = 3x2 +x1 = 0. In the first case we can
immediately get condition 1b by summation of the two equations; in the
second case, we get 4x1 + 4x2 = 0 and 6x1 + 2x2 = 0 ⇒ 4x1 + 4x2 + 2x1 =
2x2 ⇒ 2x1 − 2x2 = 0. This means that if the conditions 1c and 1d are
satisfied, they have to have opposite signs. An example for this is for
instance Cay(Z5 × Z2 , {(1, 1), (−1, 1), (3, 1), (−3, 1)}).
(g) λ = 7: We need five additional 4-cycles for each edge, which means
the conditions 1a and 1d would have to be fulfilled as well as one of
the other two. The combination with the condition 1c would give us
a contradiction: 4x1 = ±x2 + x1 = 0 ⇒ x1 = ±x2 . This means the
conditions have to be 1a, 1b and 1c. But the last condition gives us
three additional cycles for the edge 0(±x2 ), which means that edge will
be contained in more than seven 4-cycles. Therefore there are no such
graphs.
(h) λ = 8: To achieve eight 4-cycles for each edge either the conditions 1b
and 1c have to hold for the edge 0x1 as well as the analogous for 0−x2 , or
both versions of condition 1b have to hold, meaning 2x1 = 2x2 = −2x2 .
In the first case the condition 1c gives us one additional 4-cycle for the
edge 0(±x2 ). In the second case we get 4x1 = 0 which gives us another
4-cycle with 0(±x1 ), which means λ > 8.
(i) λ = 9: To get λ = 9 we need seven additional 4-cycles for each edge.
We can achieve that in two ways: either the conditions 1a for x1 and
x2 and both versions of condition 1b are satisfied, or the conditions 1b,
1c and 1d are satisfied. Let us suppose the conditions 3x1 = x2 and
2x1 = 2x2 hold. This would give us 3x1 = x1 + 2x2 = x2 ⇒ x1 = −x2 .
Therefore these two conditions cannot be true at the same time – we can
either have the combination 3x1 = x2 and 2x1 = −2x2 or 3x1 = −x2 and
2x1 = 2x2 . Either one of the combinations of these two conditions implies
condition 1d. An example for the option with conditions 1a and 1b is
the graph Cay(Z4 × Z2 , {(1, 0), (1, 1)}), for the second option it is the
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graph Cay(Z8 , {1, −1, 3, −3}). As we know from Proposition 3.6 λ = 9
means the graph is a (4, 4)-Moore graph. For k = g = 4 it is unique and
isomorphic to K4,4 .
2. S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , x3 }
Let us next consider the case S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , x3 }, where 2x2 = 2x3 = 0.
Using the same process as before we can find that the edges 0x1 and 0(−x1 )
are originally contained in two 4-cycles each, whereas the edges 0x2 and 0x3
are contained in three – if we look at the edge 0x2 , the words associated to
the cycles are x2 yx2 (−y), where y ∈ {x1 , −x1 , x3 }. This immediately means
λ ≥ 3. When we look at all the possibilities to obtain 4−cycles with the edges
0(±x1 ), 0x2 and 0x3 , we obtain the following possible conditions:
(a) 4x1 = 0: this condition gives us one additional 4-cycle containing the
edges 0(±x1 ) and does not change the number of 4-cycles for the other
two edges,
(b) 3x1 = x2 : this gives us three new 4-cycles with the edges 0(±x1 ) and two
new 4-cycles with the edge 0x2 ; it does not change the number of 4-cycles
with the edge 0x3 ,
(c) 3x1 = x3 : analogous as above,
(d) 2x1 = x2 + x3 : notice first that this condition implies condition 2a. With
this in mind we can see that we get seven new 4-cycles with the edge
0(±x1 ) and six new 4-cycles with the edges 0x2 and 0x3 .
Let us take a look at the conditions 2b and 2c. Since we want all the edges of
the graph to be contained in an equal number of 4-cycles either both or neither
of these conditions have to hold. If both are true, this means x2 = 3x1 = x3 ⇒
x2 = x3 , which is a contradiction. Therefore if either of the conditions 2b and
2c is satisfied, the graph is not edge-girth-regular.
If the condition 2d is satisfied, all the edges will be contained in nine 4cycles, which is the maximum possible λ. Therefore we get the (4, 4)-Moore
graph, which is unique and isomorphic to K4,4 , for example the Cayley graph
Cay(Z4 × Z2 , {(1, 1), (2, 1), (0, 1)}).
If the only condition satisfied is condition 2a, each edge of the graph will be
contained in exactly three 4-cycles and we will get an egr(v, 4, 4, 3) graph.
Such a graph would be Cay(Z4 × Z2 × Z2 , {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)}).
In any other case the graph will not be edge-girth-regular.
3. S = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }
The last remaining case is S = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }, 2xi = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. Since
S generates G and all elements of S are different it follows that G̃ = ⊕4i=1 Z2 .
The graph Cay(G̃, S̃) is isomorphic to the 4-dimensional cube, which is an
egr(16, 4, 4, 3)-graph. To see that λ is indeed equal to 3, we can again look
at the structure of potential 4-cycles. We can see that each edge 0xi is in at
least three 4-cycles, associated words of which take the form xi xj xi xj , where
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i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 4} and we can quickly deduce that in order to have another
4-cycle we would need x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = 0.
For the proof of Theorem 4.12, we have the case when the girth of the graph is
3, and we have fewer cases to consider. The options for the form of S nonetheless
stay the same.
1. S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }
We consider the cyclically reduced words as before, except now they are of
length 3. The equations that give us 3-cycles are as follows:
(a) 3x1 = 0: this gives us one triangle with the edge 0x1 and does not affect
the number of edges of colour x2 .
(b) 2x1 = ±x2 : we get two new triangles with the edges we get with addition
and subtraction of x1 and one new triangle with the edges we get with
addition and subtraction of x2 .
(c) x1 = ±2x2 : we get one new triangle with the edges we get with addition
and subtraction of x1 and two new triangles with the edges we get with
addition and subtraction of x2 .
We get analogous conditions for x2 . Let us consider the possibilities for λ.
(a) λ = 1: the only combination of the above equations that gives us each
edge in one triangle is 3x1 = 3x2 = 0. An example of such a graph would
be Cay(Z3 × Z3 , {(1, 0), (−1, 0), (0, 1), (0, −1)}), which is isomorphic to
the smallest egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graph – C3 □C3 .
(b) λ = 2: combination that gives us λ = 2 is 3x1 = 0 and x1 = ±2x2 (or
analogous if we interchange the roles of x1 and x2 ). This gives us 6x2 = 0.
An example of such a graph would be Cay(Z6 , {1, −1, 2, −2}).
(c) λ = 3: we need two equations of the form 2x1 = ±x2 , 2x2 = ±x1 to
hold, one of each. If both equations have the same sign, we would get
that 3x1 = 3x2 = 0, which is a contradiction. This means that the two
equations are 2x1 = x2 and 2x2 = −x1 . It follows that 5x1 = 5x2 = 0,
and since the group can be generated by a single element, the group is
Z5 . The graph would be for example Cay(Z5 , {1, −1, 2, −2}), which is
isomorphic to K5 – as it should be by Proposition 3.6.
2. S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , x3 }
The equations we get as in the previous cases are:
(a) 3x1 = 0: this gives us one triangle for each edge generated by x1 and no
triangles for other edges.
(b) 2x1 + x2 = 0 : we get two triangles for x1 edges, one for x2 edges and no
triangles for x3 edges.
(c) 2x1 + x3 = 0 : we get two triangles for x1 edges, one for x3 edges and no
triangles for x2 edges.
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(d) x1 + x2 + x3 = 0 : this gives us 2x1 = 0, which is a contradiction.
We can see from the number of triangles we get for each type of edge that we
cannot get an edge-girth-regular graph with these conditions.
3. S = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }
Similarly as before, we get four equations of the type xi + xj + xk = 0, where
the set of indices {i, j, k} is a subset of {1, 2, 3, 4}. Each of these gives us
two triangles for edges, associated with the indices in the equation, and zero
triangles for the fourth index. Since we know λ ≤ 3, we cannot get an edgegirth-regular graph.

5

Girth-regular graphs

In this section, we generalize the notion of an edge-girth-regular graphs to girthregular graphs and present some general results. This section is based on article [24]
by Potočnik and Vidali, which was inspired by their investigation of vertex-transitive
graphs of small girth. They noticed that vertex-transitivity was almost never used
to its full strength, what was needed was mostly the below form of uniformity of
distribution of girth cycles throughout the graph.
Definition 5.1. Let Γ be a graph and e be its edge. Let ϵ(e) denote the number
of girth cycles containing e. Let v be a vertex in Γ and {e1 , . . . , ek } be the set of
edges incident to v, ordered so that ϵ(e1 ) ≤ ϵ(e2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ ϵ(ek ). Then the signature
of v is the k-tuple (ϵ(e1 ), ϵ(e2 ), . . . , ϵ(ek )). The graph Γ is said to be girth-regular, if
all vertices in Γ have the same signature. In this case the signature of the vertex is
called the signature of the graph.
From the definition it is obvious that all girth-regular graphs must be k-regular.
If ϵ(e1 ) = · · · = ϵ(ek ), the graph is edge-girth-regular with λ = ϵ(e1 ). If Γ is vertextransitive, it is necessarily girth-regular; the same goes for semi-symmetric graphs.
Girth-regularity is therefore a generalization of all of these notions.
Example 5.2. We will show by example that there exist some graphs that are
girth-regular, but are not vertex- or edge-transitive. Since all edge-girth-regular
graphs are girth-regular, such an example would be the EGR22 graph in Figure
19, which was constructed in Section 4. No graph that is not edge-girth-regular
can be edge-transitive. A family of examples of girth-regular graphs that are not
edge-transitive would be prism graphs Yn , which are the Cartesian products Cn □K2 .
Such a graph is always girth-regular since it is vertex-transitive. For n = 3, g = 3
and the signature of the graph is (0, 1, 1), for n = 4 we have girth 4 and we get the
3-dimensional cube Q3 which is edge-girth-regular with λ = 2, and for g ≥ 5 we
again get girth 4 and the signature (1, 1, 2) with the edges of the n-cycles contained
in 1 girth cycle each, and the edges connecting the cycles contained in 2 girth cycles.
Figure 24 shows the prism graph Y5 .
The following proposition is analogous to Proposition 3.6 for girth-regular graphs.
The proof is the same as well and also draws close parallels to Moore graphs. We
omit the proof.
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Figure 24: The prism graph Y5 .
Proposition 5.3 ([24]). If Γ is a girth-regular graph of degree k, girth g and signature (a1 , . . . , ak ), then ak ≤ (k − 1)d , where d = ⌊ g2 ⌋.
We continue with two theorems regarding the case when ak equals the upper
bound which we present with a brief outline of the proof.
Theorem 5.4 ([24]). If Γ is a girth-regular graph of degree k, girth 2d for some d,
and signature (a1 , . . . , ak ), such that ak = (k − 1)d , then a1 = a2 = · · · = ak and Γ
is the incidence graph of a generalized d-gon of order (k − 1, k − 1).
Theorem 5.5 ([24]). If Γ is a cubic girth-regular graph of girth 2d + 1 for some d
and signature (a1 , a2 , a3 ) such that a3 = 2d , then Γ is isomorphic to the complete
graph K4 or to the Petersen graph.
Proof. The proof of the above theorems from [24] begins by closely following the
proof of Proposition 3.6 – looking at the sets Dij for some adjacent x, y ∈ V (Γ). If
g is even and ak achieves the upper bound, then to prove ai = ak for all i we show
d
that all vertices in the set Ddd−1 have exactly k − 1 neighbours within Dd−1
. If g is
odd and ak achieves the upper bound, then to prove ai = ak for all i we show that
d
and Ddd are contained within
all the neighbours of vertices in the sets Ddd−1 , Dd−1
their union. Since all Moore graphs with even girth and all cubic Moore graphs are
known, we can list all the possible graphs.
We see that in the case when ak reaches the upper bound, the graph is edgegirth-regular and isomorphic to the Moore graph.

5.1

Cubic girth-regular graphs

Similarly as in Section 3, we continue our analysis with cubic girth-regular graphs.
We will first prove some auxiliary lemmas which will then help us with more complex
results. In particular we present a characterisation of all cubic girth regular graphs
of girth at most 5. The proofs of all the lemmas closely follow the proofs in [24].
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Lemma 5.6 ([24]). Let Γ be a cubic girth-regular graph of girth g and (a, b, c) be its
signature. Then:
1. a + b + c is even,
2. a + b ≥ c,
3. if a ≥ 1 and c = a + b, then g is even.
Proof. Let v be a vertex of Γ and let vv1 , vv2 and vv3 be the edges, incident with v,
lying on a, b and c girth cycles. Let us denote the number of girth cycles that contain
the 2-arcs v1 vv2 , v2 vv3 and v3 vv1 with x, y and z, respectively. Then obviously
a = x + z, b = x + y and c = y + z. This means that a + b + c = 2(x + y + z), proving
that the sum is even.
Suppose a + b < c. This means 2x + y + z < y + z. Since x, y, z ≥ 0, this is a
contradiction.
To prove the third part of the lemma, suppose a ≥ 1 and c = a + b. Let us call
the edge with signature c saturated and the others unsaturated. We can see that
c > b, which means that vv3 is saturated and vv1 and vv2 are unsaturated. We can
now see that y + z = c = a + b = 2x + y + z, which implies that x = 0. This means
that the arc v1 vv2 lies on no girth cycles and when we are traversing a girth cycle in
Γ, saturated and unsaturated edges must alternate, which means that g is even.
Lemma 5.7 ([24]). If the signature of a cubic girth-regular graph is (0, b, c), then
b = c = 1.
Proof. Let Γ be a cubic girth-regular graph with signature (0, b, c) with girth g.
From Lemma 5.6 we can see that b = c. Let e be an edge of Γ that lies on exactly
b girth cycles. Assume b ≤ 2. Then there exist two distinct girth cycles C1 and
C2 that contain the edge e. Since C1 and C2 are distinct, there exists a vertex
v ∈ C1 ∩ C2 such that there exists an edge, incident with v, that is contained in
both C1 and C2 , and the other two edges, incident with v, are contained one in C1
and one in C2 . Since a = 0, this is a contradiction.
Lemma 5.8 ([24]). If Γ is a cubic girth-regular graph with odd girth and signature
(a, b, c), then a ̸= 1.
Proof. Let us assume that a = 1. By Lemma 5.6 we know that b + c needs to be
odd and therefore b < c. Since a + b ≥ c it follows that c = b + 1 and by part 3 of
Lemma 5.6 the girth of Γ is even, which is a contradiction with our assumption.
5.1.1

Truncation graphs and signature (0, 1, 1)

In this section we will allow graphs to have loops and double edges, since this will
allow us to prove a general theorem. Let us formally define what we mean by loops
and edges.
Definition 5.9. A graph with parallel edges and loops is a triple (V, E, ∂), where V
is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges and ∂ : E → {X : X ⊆ V, |X| ≤ 2} is a
mapping that maps an edge to the set of its end vertices. If |∂(e)| = 1, we call e a
loop.
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We have defined generalized truncation graphs in Definition 3.17; here, we will
look at them again. In Subsection 3.2 we already proved the following.
Proposition 5.10. Let Γ1 be a simple k-regular graph of girth g and let Γ2 be a
simple edge-girth-regular graph of order k, valence k ′ , girth g ′ < 2g and some λ.
Then the graph T (Γ1 , Γ2 ) is girth-regular with signature (0, λ, . . . , λ).
Since we are only considering cubic girth-regular graphs, we can look at the above
proposition in the case where instead of a general graph Γ2 we take the k-cycle Ck
with vertices naturally labelled from 0 to k − 1, where k is the degree of the graph
Γ1 . This is called the ordinary truncation (or simply truncation) and we will denote
such a graph with T (Γ1 , ρ) – in this case, the labelling of the arcs will be important,
because we will allow loops and parallel edges. The following corollary is a simple
consequence of the above proposition.
Corollary 5.11. Let Γ be a simple g-regular graph with girth g ′ > 21 g. Then every
truncation (with respect to some vertex-neighbourhood labelling ρ) T (Γ, ρ) is a cubic
girth-regular graph of girth g with signature (0, 1, 1).
The following theorem is an interesting result, which shows that any cubic girthregular graph with signature (0, 1, 1) can be viewed as a truncation of some graph.
Theorem 5.12 ([24]). If Γ is a simple cubic girth-regular graph of girth g with
signature (0, 1, 1), then Γ ∼
= T (Γ1 , ρ), where Γ1 is a g-regular graph, possibly with
parallel edges, and ρ is a vertex-neighbourhood labelling of Γ1 .
Proof. This proof is the same as in [24], but it is adapted for the use of a slightly
different definition of a truncation, which required some work. Let V be the set
of vertices of Γ, let G be the set of its girth cycles and M be the set of edges that
belong to no girth cycles in Γ. We can see that because the signature of Γ is (0, 1, 1),
every vertex v ∈ V is incident with one element from G and one element from M.
For some edge uu′ ∈ M, let C and C ′ be the girth cycles that pass through u
and u′ , respectively, and let ∂(uu′ ) = {C, C ′ }. In this way we can define a graph
Λ = (G, M, ∂), where the last element of the triple represents the incidence relation.
We can see that since C and C ′ are girth cycles, they have to be distinct – this
means that Λ has no loops. We can thus look at arcs of Λ as pairs (C, e), where
e ∈ M, C ∈ G such that is passes through one of the end-vertices of e. We define a
vertex-neighbourhood labelling of Λ so that |ρ(C, e) − ρ(C, e′ )| ≡ 1 (mod k) if and
only if the vertices in C, incident with e and e′ , are adjacent in Γ. Let Γ′ = T (Λ, ρ).
Let us now show that Γ ∼
= Γ′ . We can look at the vertex-set of the truncation Γ′
as the arc-set of the graph Λ. For an arc (C, e) in Λ, let ϕ(C, e) be the end-vertex of
e that is contained in C. We can see that each vertex in Γ is incident with exactly
one element from G and one from M, which means that ϕ is a bijection between
the vertex-sets of Γ and Γ′ . If two arcs (C, e) and (C ′ , e′ ) are adjacent in Γ′ , this
means that either C = C ′ and |ρ(C, e) − ρ(C, e′ )| ≡ 1 (mod k) or the arcs are the
inverse arcs in Γ. If they are inverse, this means that e = e′ and ϕ(C, e) and ϕ(C ′ , e)
are the two end-vertices of the edge e. If |ρ(C, e) − ρ(C, e′ )| ≡ 1 (mod k), then by
the definition of ρ the vertices ϕ(C, e) and ϕ(C, e′ ) are adjacent in Γ. Similarly we
can show that if ϕ(C, e) and ϕ(C ′ , e′ ) are adjacent in Γ, then (C, e) and (C ′ , e′ ) are
adjacent in Γ′ . Since both Γ and Γ′ are simple graphs (the first by assumption, the
second by definition), this means that ϕ is an isomorphism and so Γ ∼
= Γ′ .
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5.1.2

Classification of cubic girth-regular graphs of girth at most 5

To present the complete classification of cubic girth-regular graphs of girth at most 5,
we need to define another infinite family of graphs – the Möbius ladders. For n ≥ 3,
let the n-Möbius ladder, denoted by Mn , be the Cayley graph Cay(Z2n , {−1, 1, n}).
We can see that the girth of a Möbius ladder is 4. For n = 3 the Möbius ladder
is isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K3,3 and has signature (4, 4, 4); for
n ≥ 4, its signature is (1, 1, 2). An example for n = 5 is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: The Möbius ladder M5 with vertices labelled with the elements of Z10 .
The next theorem classifies all cubic girth-regular graphs of girth at most 5. We
added a slight correction – in the original paper, the special cases of M3 and the
prism graph Y4 for girth 4 were omitted.
Theorem 5.13 ([24]). Let Γ be a connected cubic girth-regular graph of girth g with
g ≤ 5. Then either Γ is a truncation of some g-regular graph (possibly with parallel
edges) with respect to a vertex-neighbourhood labelling and has signature (0, 1, 1) or
one of the following is true:
1. g = 3 and Γ ∼
= K4 ,
2. g = 4, Γ is isomorphic to a prism or a Möbius ladder; if Γ ∼
= M3 , its signature
is (4, 4, 4) ; if Γ ∼
= Y4 , its signature is (2, 2, 2); otherwise its signature is
(1, 1, 2);
3. g = 5 and Γ is isomorphic to the Petersen graph or to the dodecahedron.
Proof. The proof will systematically go through all possibilities based on the girth
of Γ. For some cases, we will not give the full proof, since that would demand many
additional definitions and results. The full proof is available in [24].
Let us denote the signature of Γ by (a, b, c) and begin.
1. g = 3: by Proposition 5.3 we know that c ≤ 2, and if c = 2 Theorem 5.5 tells
us this is the complete graph K4 . If c = 1, Lemma 5.8 implies that a = 0, b = 1
and by Theorem 5.12 this means that Γ is a truncation of some cubic graph.
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2. g = 4: by Proposition 5.3 we can see that c ≤ 4 and when c reaches the upper
bound, Γ ∼
= K3,3 ∼
= M3 by Theorem 5.4.
Let us assume that c = 3. In this case by Lemma 5.6 a + b must be odd
and by Lemma 5.7 a ̸= 0. This means the possible signatures are (1, 2, 3)
and (2, 3, 3). We will show that both are impossible. Let uv be an edge in
Γ such that ϵ(uv) = 3 and denote the remaining neighbours of u and v by
u0 , u1 and v0 , v1 , respectively. Since uv lies in three girth cycles, there are
three edges between the sets {u0 , u1 } and {v0 , v1 }. Without loss of generality
we can assume these edges are u0 v0 , u0 v1 and u0 v1 . We can see that both uu0
and vv1 are already contained in three 4-cycles, which means that b = 3 and
the signature is (2, 3, 3). This implies that ϵ(uu1 ) = ϵ(vv0 ) = 2, which implies
that ϵ(u0 v0 ) = ϵ(u1 v1 ) = 3. From this we can see that ϵ(u0 v1 ) = 2 – but u0 v1
is already contained in three 4-cycles, namely u0 v1 vv0 , u0 v1 u1 u and u0 v1 vu,
which is a contradiction, c ̸= 3.
Suppose now that c = 2. By Lemma 5.6 a + b must be even, and by Lemma
5.7 a ≥ 1. The possibilities for the signature are thus (1, 1, 2) and (2, 2, 2).
The first case gives us either the prism graphs Yn for n ≥ 5 or the Möbius
ladder graphs Mn for n ≥ 4, while the second case gives us the prism graph
Y4 , which is isomorphic to the 3-dimensional cube Q3 .
If c = 1, the signature must be (0, 1, 1), and by Theorem 5.12 Γ is isomorphic
to a truncation of a tetravalent graph.
3. g = 5: Proposition 5.3 tells us that c ≤ 4 and if c = 4 by Theorem 5.5 we
know that Γ is the Petersen graph.
If a = 0, then by Lemma 5.6 we know the signature is (0, 1, 1) and by Theorem
5.12 Γ is a truncation of a 5-regular graph. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.8 we
can see that a ̸= 1, so from now on we will assume a ≥ 2.
If c = 2, the signature of the graph must be (2, 2, 2), and we can see by
Proposition 3.9 that Γ is the dodecahedron.
The remaining case is c = 3. This means, by Lemma 5.6, that a + b must
be odd and therefore the signature is (2, 3, 3). Let us show that such a graph
does not exist.
As in the case for girth 4, we begin with an edge uv ∈ E(Γ) with signature 3,
and vertices u0 , u1 and v0 , v1 , the remaining neighbours of u and v. We need
three additional vertices, that are adjacent to one vertex from the set {u0 , u1 }
and one from the set {v0 , v1 }. Without loss of generality we can assume these
are vertices w00 , adjacent to u0 and v0 , w10 , adjacent to u1 and v0 , and w11 ,
adjacent to u1 and v1 . Let us further denote the remaining neighbour of u0 by
x and the remaining neighbour of v1 by y. Note that x ̸= y, since that would
mean ϵ(uv) > 3. We can also see that vertex x cannot be adjacent to any of
the neighbours of v, since this would mean that g < 5.
Since the signature is (2, 3, 3), one of the edges uu0 and uu1 must be contained
in three girth cycles. Suppose that this is the edge uu0 . Because x and v have
no common neighbours, x and w00 must be connected to neighbours of u1 .
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Vertex w00 obviously cannot be adjacent to w10 , which means it is connected
to w00 , while x is connected to w10 . But this would mean that the edge uu1
lies on four girth cycles, which is a contradiction. This means that the edge
uu1 must lie on three 5-cycles and the edge uu0 must lie on two. A similar
argument shows that the edge vv1 lies on two and the edge vv0 lies on three
girth cycles. This forces the edges u0 x, u0 w00 , v1 y and v1 w11 to lie on three
girth cycles each.
Since we need the edge u0 w00 in three girth cycles, there should be three
common neighbours between one of u, x and one of v0 and the remaining
neighbour of w00 . Similarly we need three vertices connected to one of v, y
and one of u1 and the last neighbour of w11 , courtesy of ϵ(v1 w11 ) = 3. We
can see that w10 is the only possible common neighbour for the pairs x, v0 and
y, u1 , which means at least one of these two pairs will not have a common
neighbour. Without loss of generality we can assume that this pair is x and
v0 . The vertex u must therefore have a common neighbour with the remaining
neighbour of w00 (it already has a common neighbour with v0 ). Then the
remaining neighbour of w00 must be w11 , which has no common neighbour
with x, which is a contradiction. Therefore the signature (2, 3, 3) is impossible.

This concludes our classification of cubic girth-regular graphs of girth up to 5.
Increasing the girth to more than 5 leads to more possible signatures – for example,
we can see in [23] that for cubic graphs of girth 6 there are 9 possible signatures
(while the lemmas in this section allow many more). We have already seen that
there are infinitely many edge-girth-regular graphs of girth at least 6, which means
the same holds for girth-regular graphs too.

6

Conclusion

In this thesis we presented the notions of edge-girth-regular and girth-regular graphs
and their properties. We first defined cages and Moore graphs, which form a narrow
yet interesting class of graphs, and presented the problem of finding the minimal
number of vertices for a k-regular graph of girth g. We then considered edge-girthregular graphs, proved some auxiliary lemmas and found the upper bound for the
number of girth cycles that an edge of an edge-girth-regular can be contained in. We
showed that the edge-girth-regular graphs, achieving this upper bound, are exactly
the Moore graphs and if a Moore graph with these parameters does not exist, then
the upper bound cannot be achieved. We then looked at cubic edge-girth-regular
graphs and considered them systematically with regard to increasing the girth g.
We found that if g ≤ 5, we can list all the cubic edge-girth-regular graphs. We
proved these results by constructing the graphs with the desired properties. If we
increase the girth further, we proved that there exist infinitely many cubic edgegirth-regular graphs with λ = 2, the proof of which relied on some results from
topological graph theory. We moved on to tetravalent edge-girth-regular graphs
and proved that even for girth 3 there are infinitely many edge-girth-regular graphs
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with λ = 1, which is fundamentally different than in the case of cubic graphs. We
introduced generalized median graphs, which gave us infinitely many new edgegirth-regular graphs with parameters (v, 2k, g, λ) from a single egr(v ′ , k, g, λ)-graph;
in particular, when taking a g-graph as the seed graph in the construction, we get
infinitely many egr(v, 2r , k, g)-graphs for every r ≥ 2 and every g ≥ 3.
We then asked ourselves the question, similar to the cage problem: what is the
smallest possible edge-girth-regular graph for a certain set of parameters and what is
the corresponding graph? We found the smallest egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graph – C3 □C3 – and
proved that it is the unique egr(9, 4, 3, 1)-graph. We then tried to find the smallest
egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph in general and found examples on 22 and 20 vertices but were
unable to prove a precise lower bound. We thus added an additional condition and
looked just at bipartite graphs. In this case we were able to prove that the smallest
bipartite egr(v, 4, 4, 1) graph is of order 24. We generalized this as a lower bound
for all valences and girths. We continued with the consideration of Cayley edgegirth-regular graphs and classified all possible tetravalent graphs with an Abelian
underlying group.
We then generalized the notion of edge-girth-regular graphs to that of girthregular graphs and proved an analogous bound for the number of girth cycles in
which edges can be contained. We also proved that if one edge is contained in the
maximum number of girth cycles in a girth-regular graph, every edge must achieve
this bound. Once again we continued with cubic girth-regular graphs and showed
that a graph has signature (0, 0, 1) if and only if it is a truncation of a g-regular
graph (possibly with parallel edges). We obtained a complete classification of cubic
girth-regular graphs of girth at most 5, which form a very narrow class. As in the
case of edge-girth-regular graphs, increasing the girth further proved to provide us
with infinitely many graphs with many more options for their signatures.
The general open question remains: What is the smallest number of vertices v
that permits the existence of an egr(v, k, g, λ)-graph and what are the corresponding
graphs? In particular, what is the smallest egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graph? This question could
be answered by checking all possible graphs on 16 and 18 vertices. If we examine
the proofs of Theorems 4.10 and 4.12 we can see that we would be able to extend
the proof to include girth-regular graphs as well. We could also try to extend
the theorems for general degrees. This topic therefore offers many more hours of
interesting research.
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7

Razširjeni povzetek v slovenščini

Magistrsko delo obravnava povezavno-ožinsko-regularne in ožinsko-regularne grafe.
Povezavno-ožinsko-regularni grafi se prvič pojavijo v članku [17], katerega avtorji
so Jajcay, Kiss in Miklavič; v članku najdemo nekaj osnovnih lastnosti takih grafov
ter njihovo analizo za valenci 3 in 4. Prva sta ožinsko-regularne grafe definirala
Potočnik in Vidali v [24], kjer sta tudi navedla nekaj njihovih lastnosti, konstrukcij
ter klasificirala kubične ožinsko-regularne grafe z ožino največ 5. V delu se posvetim
že znanin rezultatom o grafih obeh tipov ter poizkusim najti spodnjo mejo za število
vozlišč grafov z nekaterimi parametri. Posebej pozorno obravnavam dvodelne ter
Cayleyeve povezavno-ožinsko-regularne grafe, v drugem primeru pa tudi analiziram
vse parametre, ki dopuščajo obstoj tetravalentnega Cayleyevega povezavno-ožinskoregularnega grafa Abelove grupe.

7.1

Moorovi grafi in kletke

Za dobro razumevanje nekaterih lastnosti grafov, ki jih bomo obravnavali, najprej
definirajmo pojem (k, g)-kletke in Moorovega grafa. Naši problemi so namreč velikokrat sorodni ali pa celo navdahnjeni s problemi s področja kletk.
Definicija 7.1. Pravimo, da je k-regularen graf Γ z ožino g (k, g)-kletka, če ima
najmanjše število vozlišč med vsemi k-regularnimi grafi z ožino g.
S pomočjo iskanja v širino v iskalnem drevesu kletke vidimo, da obstaja spodnja
meja za število vozlišč takega grafa, in sicer
⎧
⎨1 + k ∑ g−3
i
2
če je g lih,
i=0 (k − 1) ,
(7.1)
|V | ≥
g−2
∑
2
⎩2
(k − 1)i ,
če je g sod.
i=0

Meja se imenuje Moorova meja in grafi, ki jo dosežejo, so Moorovi grafi. Moorovi
grafi predstavljajo zelo omejen razred grafov. V primeru, da je g lih, so to polni
grafi, lihi cikli, Petersenov graf, Hoffman-Singletonov graf ter morebiten graf ožine
5 in stopnje 57 (če tak graf obstaja, je odprto vprašanje); Moorovi grafi s sodimi
ožinami pa so posplošeni n-kotniki reda (k − 1, k − 1). V primerih parametrov, kjer
Moorov graf ne obstaja, se zastavi naravno vprašanje: kakšno je minimalno število
vozlišč grafa stopnje k in ožine g? Čeprav je za mnogo kombinacij minimalno število
vozlišč znano, pa splošno vprašanje ostaja odprto.

7.2

Povezavno-ožinsko-regularni grafi

Povezavno-ožinsko-regularni grafi, prvič definirani v [17], so posplošitev že znanih
povezavno-regularnih grafov. Za povezavno-regularne grafe velja, da je vsaka povezava v grafu vsebovana v enakem številu trikotnikov. Navdih za posplošitev je bilo
raziskovanje ciklov v kletkah ter opazka, da je v Moorovih grafih vsaka povezava
vsebovana v enakem številu ožinskih ciklov.
Definicija 7.2. Naj bo λ ∈ N. Pravimo, da je k-regularen graf reda v z ožino
g povezavno-ožinsko-regularen s parametri (v, k, g, λ), če je vsaka njegova povezava
vsebovana v λ ožinskih ciklih.
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Povezavno-ožinsko-regularen graf označimo kot egr(v, k, g, λ)-graf, imenujemo ga
tudi graf tipa EGR. Primeri takih grafov so cikli Cn (k = 2, g = n, λ = 1), 3dimenzionalna kocka Q3 (k = 3, g = 4, λ = 2) in Petersenov graf (k = 3, g = 5, λ =
4). V naslednjih trditvah bomo spoznali nekatere lastnosti grafov tipa EGR.
Trditev 7.3 ([17]). Naj bo Γ egr(v, k, g, λ)-graf. Potem velja:
1. vsako vozlišče v Γ je vsebovano v natanko

kλ
2

ožinskih ciklih,

2. kλ je sodo število,
3. število ožinskih ciklov v Γ je

vkλ
.
2g

Trditev 7.4 ([17]). Naj bo Γ egr(v, k, 3, λ)-graf s polmerom D. Potem
v ≤1+k

D−1
∑

(k − λ − 1)i .

i=0

Zgornje trditve se ne da enostavno posplošiti na grafe z večjo ožino, vseeno pa
skozi dokaz vidimo, da so grafi tipa EGR povezani z Moorovimi grafi, kar nam potrdi
tudi naslednji rezultat.
Trditev 7.5 ([17]). Naj bo Γ egr(v, k, g, λ)-graf. Potem velja:
1. če je g sod, je

g

λ ≤ (k − 1) 2 ;
2. če je g lih, je
λ ≤ (k − 1)

g−1
2

.

Zgornja meja je dosežena če in samo če obstaja (k, g)-Moorov graf, in katerikoli
egr(v, k, g, λ)-graf, kjer λ doseže zgornjo mejo, je (k, g)-Moorov graf.
Zgornja trditev se dokaže s konstrukcijo grafa, skozi katero je tudi jasno, da je
graf z maksimalnim možnim parametrom λ točno Moorov graf. Vidimo tudi, da so
pogoji, ki jih postavljajo zgornje trditve, potrebni, ne pa tudi zadostni pogoji za
obstoj grafa tipa EGR.
V nadaljevanju bomo sistematično pregledali grafe tipa EGR s povečevanjem
valence ter ožine. Edini povezan graf s k = 1 je graf P2 , ki nima cikla, zato
egr(v, 1, g, λ)-graf ne obstaja. Povezani grafi s k = 2 so n-cikli, ki so neskončna
družina egr(n, 2, n, 1)-grafov. Prvi zanimivi primer so torej kubični grafi. Po Trditvi
7.3 vidimo, da mora biti λk sod, kar pomeni, da mora biti parameter λ sod. Spodnja
trditev opisuje vse kubične grafe tipa EGR z ožino največ 5.
Trditev 7.6 ([17]). Naj bo Γ egr(v, 3, g, λ)-graf. Potem velja:
1. če g = 3, je Γ izomorfen polnemu grafu K4 , v = 4 in λ = 2,
2. če g = 4, je Γ izomorfen bodisi polnemu dvodelnemu grafu K3,3 , v = 6 in
λ = 4, bodisi 3-dimenzionalni kocki Q3 , v = 8 in λ = 2,
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3. če g = 5, je Γ izomorfen bodisi Petersenovemu grafu, v = 10 in λ = 4, bodisi
dodekaedru, v = 20 in λ = 2.
Za vsako izmed ožin se zgornja trditev dokaže skozi konstrukcijo grafa z določenimi parametri. Po Trditvi 7.5 je λ vedno omejena ter pri njeni maksimalni vrednosti
dobimo (3, g)-Moorov graf. Za ožine, večje od 5, pa se vzorec podre – grafi s kombinacijami parametrov niso več enolično določeni. Pravzaprav je nekaterih neskončno
mnogo, kar nam pove spodnji izrek.
Izrek 7.7 ([17]). Za vsak k ≥ 3 in g ≥ 6 obstaja neskončno mnogo egr(v, k, g, 2)grafov.
Za razliko od dokazov predhodnih trditev dokaz zgornjega izreka sloni na rezultatih s področja topološke teorije grafov. V formulaciji izreka se v resnici izpusti
nekaj parov k in g, ki prav tako dopuščajo neskončno mnogo egr(v, k, g, 2)-grafov:
če k ∈ {4, 5}, potem izrek velja za vse g ≥ 4; če k ≥ 6, pa velja za vse končne ožine.
Ker je razred Moorovih grafov tako omejen, bo pri kubičnih grafih zgornja meja
za parameter λ iz Trditve 7.5 dodatno dosežena zgolj v primerih, ko je g = 8 in
g = 12. V vseh ostalih primerih zgornja meja ne bo nikoli dosežena.
Nadaljujmo s povečanjem valence na 4. V nasprotju s prejšnjim primerom nimamo več pogoja na parnost parametra λ, saj je k sod. Naslednja trditev je razširjen
rezultat iz [17], ki naslavlja tetravalentne grafe tipa EGR ožine 3.
Trditev 7.8. Naj bo Γ egr(v, 4, 3, λ)-graf. Potem je bodisi Γ izomorfen polnemu
grafu K5 , v = 5 in λ = 3, bodisi izomorfen oktaedru, v = 6 in λ = 2, bodisi je λ = 1.
Vidimo, da v tem primeru izbira parametrov ni dovolj, da je graf enolično določen. Primer egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-grafa je kartezični produkt C3 □C3 na 9 vozliščih. Kartezični produkt je v resnici operacija, s katero na enostaven način lahko iz že obstoječih
grafov tipa EGR dobimo nove, kot pravita spodnji trditvi.
Trditev 7.9. Naj bo Γ1 egr(v1 , k1 , 3, λ)-graf in Γ2 egr(v2 , k2 , 3, λ)-graf. Potem je
kartezični produkt Γ1 □Γ2 egr(v1 · v2 , k1 + k2 , 3, λ)-graf.
Trditev 7.10. Naj bo Γ1 egr(v1 , k1 , 4, λ1 )-graf, Γ2 egr(v2 , k2 , 4, λ2 )-graf in naj velja
λ1 + k2 = λ2 + k1 . Potem je kartezični produkt Γ1 □Γ2 egr(v1 · v2 , k1 + k2 , 4, λ1 + k2 )graf.
Ko ožino povečamo na 4 in več, se tetravalentnih grafov tipa EGR ne da več
našteti kot v prejšnjih primerih. Iz opombe pri Izreku 7.7 vidimo, da obstaja neskončno mnogo egr(v, 4, 4, 2)-grafov, konstrukcija iz [26] nam da neskončno mnogo
egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-grafov, dve konstrukciji iz [17] pa nam zagotovita tudi obstoj vsaj enega
egr(v, 4, g, 1)-grafa, kjer g ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 9}.
Oglejmo si konstrukcijo iz [17], s pomočjo katere iz že znanih grafov tipa EGR
lahko konstruiramo nove. Naj bo Γ1 k-regularen graf. Potem je trunkacija grafa
Γ1 kubičen graf, dobljen z zamenjavo vsakega vozlišča v Γ1 s k-ciklom, vsako vozlišče v ciklu pa je incidenčno z eno izmed povezav zamenjanega vozlišča. Definicijo
lahko posplošimo tako, da namesto s cikli vozlišča v originalnem grafu zamenjamo
s poljubnim grafom Γ2 reda k – takemu grafu pravimo posplošena trunkacija grafa
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Γ1 z grafom Γ2 in ga označimo s T (Γ1 , Γ2 ). V splošnem je pomembno, s katerimi
povezavami originalnega grafa povežemo vozlišča v kopijah Γ1 , na lastnosti naše
konstrukcije, ki nas zanimajo, pa to ne bo vplivalo. Opazimo, da lahko povezavam
T (Γ1 , Γ2 ) pripišemo enega od dveh tipov: bodisi je povezava vsebovana v originalnem grafu Γ1 , bodisi je vsebovana v kopiji grafa Γ2 . Dolžina ciklov grafa Γ1 se v
trunkaciji podvoji (to velja tudi za ožinske cikle), med tem ko so povezave v kopijah Γ2 vsebovane v enakem številu ožinskih ciklov Γ2 kot v originalnem grafu.
Vidimo, da če je ožina grafa Γ1 večja od polovice ožine Γ2 , bo ožina posplošene
trunkacije enaka ožini Γ2 . Povezave v kopijah Γ2 bodo tako vsebovane v enakem
številu ožinskih ciklov trunkacije kot ožinskih ciklov originalnega grafa Γ2 , med tem
ko originalne povezave iz grafa Γ1 ne bodo vsebovane v nobenem ožinskem ciklu
trunkacije. Trunkacija potemtakem ne bo tipa EGR, kar pa lahko popravimo tako,
da odstranimo problematične povezave in vozlišči, ki ju je taka povezava povezovala, identificiramo. Tako konstruiranemu grafu pravimo posplošen medianski graf
in ga označimo z M (Γ1 , Γ2 ). Če želimo, da bo tak graf tipa EGR, s konstrukcijo ne
smemo dobiti novih ožinskih ciklov; dovolj je, da je ožina grafa Γ1 strogo večja od
ožine Γ2 . Naslednja izreka povzameta in razširita zgornjo razpravo, posledica pa govori o posebnem primeru, ko za graf Γ2 vzamemo cikel Cg in konstrukcijo rekurzivno
ponavljamo.
Izrek 7.11 ([17]). Naj bo Γ2 egr(k, k ′ , g ′ , λ)-graf in Γ1 k-regularen graf reda v in
, 2k ′ , g ′ , λ)-graf.
ožine g > g ′ . Potem je posplošen medianski graf M (Γ1 , Γ2 ) egr( vk
2
Izrek 7.12 ([17]). Če obstaja egr(v, k, g, λ)-graf, potem obstaja neskončno mnogo
egr(v ′ , 2k, g, λ)-grafov.
Posledica 7.13 ([17]). Za vsak r ≥ 2 in vsak g ≥ 3 obstaja neskončno mnogo
egr(v, 2r , g, 1)-grafov.
Družine grafov, ki jih obravnavamo, so tako postale neskončne. Podobno kot pri
problemu kletk se naravno vprašamo: kakšno je minimalno število vozlišč med vsemi
grafi tipa EGR za posamezen nabor parametrov? Zgoraj opisane konstrukcije nam
ponudijo nekaj kandidatov, vendar se zdi, da niso minimalni. Zdi se tudi, da manjši
kot je parameter λ, več grafov tipa EGR s tem parametrom obstaja, zato sem se
lotila vprašanja minimalnosti grafov tipa EGR z λ = 1. Za začetek sem dokazala
spodnjo trditev, ki postavlja splošno spodnjo mejo za grafe tipa EGR z λ = 1.
Trditev 7.14. Naj bo Γ egr(v, k, g, 1)-graf. Potem:
1. če g ≡ 0 (mod 4) or g ≡ 3 (mod 4), je
⌊ g4 ⌋−1

v≥g+

∑

g(k − 2)(k − 1)i ,

i=0

2. če g ≡ 1 (mod 4) or g ≡ 2 (mod 4), je
⌊ g4 ⌋−1

v≥g+

∑
i=0

g
g
g(k − 2)(k − 1)i + ⌊ ⌋(k − 2)(k − 1)⌊ 4 ⌋+1 .
2
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Glede na to, da iz Trditve 7.5 vemo, da mora biti v primeru, ko je λ = 1, k
sod, začnemo z egr(v, 4, g, 1)-grafi. Za g = 3 sem s konstrukcijo dokazala naslednjo
trditev.
Trditev 7.15. Naj bo Γ egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graf. Potem v ≥ 9 in če v = 9, je Γ izomorfen
kartezičnemu produktu C3 □C3 .
Pri ožini 4 s konstrukcijo ne pridemo prav daleč. Trditev 7.14 nam da spodnjo
= 4v
= v2 , kar pomeni,
mejo v ≥ 12, poleg tega pa je število ožinskih ciklov enako vkλ
2g
8
da je v sod. S konstrukcijo lahko dokažemo, da v ≥ 16. Najmanjši znani kandidat
je Praeger-Xujev graf P X(5, 2) z v = 20, ki je najmanjši povezavno-tranzitivni
egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graf, med tem ko je graf na Sliki 19 na 22 vozliščih najmanjši znani
egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graf, ki ni vozliščno tranzitiven in ni povezavno tranzitiven.
Zaradi neuspeha v splošnosti sem se omejila na dvodelne grafe, o katerih sem
dokazala spodnjo trditev.
Trditev 7.16. Naj bo Γ dvodelen egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-graf. Potem je v sod in v ≥ 24.
Primer grafa, ki doseže spodnjo mejo, je P X(6, 2), ki pa morda ni edini. Trditev
sem posplošila na dvodelne grafe splošne valence in ožine, vendar v tem primeru
meja ni tesna. Obe trditvi se dokažeta s konstrukcijo dvodelnega grafa z določenimi
parametri.
Trditev 7.17. Naj bo Γ dvodelen egr(v, k, g, 1)-graf. Potem je g sod in
{
g 2
k − ( g2 + 1)k + 2, če g ≡ 0 (mod 4)
2
v≥
( g2 − 1)k 2 − ( g2 + 2)k + 2 + 2a, če g ≡ 2 (mod 4),
kjer
a=⌊

kg g
kg
kg
⌋(( − 2)(k − 3) + k − 4) + k − 2 + ( − ⌊ ⌋)(k − 3).
4
2
4
4

V nadaljevanju sem se osredotočila na Cayleyeve grafe tipa EGR. Hitro sem
opazila, da vsak Cayleyev graf Abelove grupe z valenco vsaj 3 vsebuje 4-cikel, torej
bo ožina takega grafa največ 4. Enostavno je tudi videti, da je vsaka povezava takega
grafa vsebovana v najmanj dveh 4-ciklih, kar pomeni, da Cayleyev graf Abelove
grupe ne more biti egr(v, k, 4, 1)-graf, če je valence vsaj 3. Postalo je jasno, da
je mogoče Cayleyeve grafe Ableovih grup tipa EGR sistematično analizirati glede
na njihovo valenco in ožino. Rezultat je spodnja klasifikacija vseh tetravalentnih
Cayleyevih grafov Abelovih grup.
Izrek 7.18. Naj bo G Abelova grupa in S ⊆ G, |S| = 4 in naj S generira G. Naj
bo Γ = Cay(G, S) in naj bo ožina Γ 4. Potem drži ena od naslednjih trditev:
1. Γ je egr(v, 4, 4, 2)-graf, če S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 ̸= 0, 4x2 ̸= 0, 2x1 ̸=
±2x2 , 3x1 ̸= ±x2 in x1 ̸= ±3x2 ;
2. Γ je egr(v, 4, 4, 3)-graf, če:
(a) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 = 0, 4x2 = 0, 2x1 ̸= ±2x2 , 3x1 ̸= ±x2 in
x1 ̸= ±3x2 , ali
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(b) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , x3 }, kjer 2x2 = 2x3 = 0, 4x1 = 0, 3x1 ̸= x2 , 3x1 ̸= x3
in 2x1 ̸= x2 + x3 , ali
(c) S = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }, 2xi = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 4};
3. Γ je egr(v, 4, 4, 5)-graf, če S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 ̸= 0, 4x2 ̸= 0, 3x1 ̸=
±x2 , x1 ̸= ±3x2 in bodisi 2x1 = 2x2 ali 2x1 = −2x2 ;
4. Γ je egr(v, 4, 4, 6)-graf, če S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 ̸= 0, 4x2 ̸= 0, 2x1 ̸=
±2x2 in bodisi 3x1 = x2 , x1 = −3x2 ali 3x1 = −x2 , x1 = 3x2 ;
5. Γ je egr(v, 4, 4, 9)-graf in Γ je izomorfen K4,4 , če:
(a) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 2x1 = 2x2 , 2x1 = −2x2 , 3x1 ̸= ±x2 in x1 ̸=
±3x2 , ali
(b) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 4x1 ̸= 0, 4x2 ̸= 0 in bodisi 2x1 = 2x2 , 3x1 = −x2
ali 2x1 = −2x2 , 3x1 = x2 , ali
(c) S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , x3 }, kjer 2x2 = 2x3 = 0, 4x1 = 0, 3x1 ̸= x2 , 3x1 ̸= x3
in 2x1 = x2 + x3 ;
6. Γ ni tipa EGR.
Iz zgornjega izreka torej lahko sklepamo, za katere vrednosti parametra λ obstajajo tetravalentni Cayleyevi grafi Abelovih grup tipa EGR.
Posledica 7.19. Naj bo Γ tetravalenten Cayleyev graf Abelove grupe z ožino 4. Če
je Γ tipa EGR, je λ ∈ {2, 3, 5, 6, 9}.
Podobno analizo sem naredila tudi za tetravalentne Cayleyeve grafe Abelovih
grup z ožino 3. S tem sem analizirala vse tetravalentne Cayleyeve grafe Abelovih
grup.
Izrek 7.20. Naj bo G Abelova grupa in S ⊆ G, |S| = 4 in naj S generira G. Naj
bo Γ = Cay(G, S) in naj bo ožina Γ 3. Potem drži ena od naslednjih trditev:
1. Γ je egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graf, če S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 3x1 = 0, 3x2 = 0, 2x1 ̸=
±x2 in 2x2 =
̸ ±x1 ;
2. Γ je egr(v, 4, 3, 2)-graf, če S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 3x1 = 0, 3x2 ̸= 0 in bodisi
x1 = 2x2 ali x1 = −2x2 ,
3. Γ je egr(v, 4, 3, 3)-graf in Γ je izomorfen K5 , če S = {x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 }, 3x1 ̸=
0, 3x2 ̸= 0, 2x1 = x2 in 2x2 = −x1 ;
4. Γ ni tipa EGR.
Dokaza zgornjih izrekov temeljita na tem, da je množica S lahko zgolj treh
različnih oblik glede na to, koliko involucij vsebuje. Zatem sledi analiza vsakega
izmed teh primerov – kaj mora veljati za elemente iz množice S, da je posamezna
povezava vsebovana v ožinskem ciklu.
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7.3

Ožinsko-regularni grafi

Ožinsko-regularni grafi so posplošitev pojma povezavno-ožinsko-regularnih grafov,
prvič definirani v [24]. Zanimanje zanje izvira iz raziskovanja vozliščno-tranzitivnih
grafov z majhno ožino – velikokrat je bila predpostavka vozliščne tranzitivnosti
premočna, dovolj je bilo predpostaviti ožinsko regularnost.
Definicija 7.21 ([24]). Naj bo Γ graf in e njegova povezava. Naj ϵ(e) označuje
število ožinskih ciklov, ki vsebujejo e. Naj bo v vozlišče v Γ in {e1 , . . . , ek } množica
povezav, incidenčnih z v, urejenih tako, da velja ϵ(e1 ) ≤ ϵ(e2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ ϵ(ek ). Potem
k-terici (ϵ(e1 ), . . . , ϵ(ek )) pravimo podpis vozlišča v. Pravimo, da je graf Γ ožinskoregularen, če imajo vsa vozlišča v grafu enak podpis. Potem je podpis vozlišča podpis
grafa Γ.
Ožinsko-regularnim grafom bomo rekli tudi grafi tipa GR. Iz definicije je jasno,
da so grafi tipa GR k-regularni. Vidimo tudi, da če za ožinsko-regularni graf velja
ϵ(e1 ) = · · · = ϵ(ek ), je graf tipa EGR. Niso pa vsi grafi tipa GR tudi tipa EGR –
primer neskončne družine takih grafov so prizme. Spodnja trditev postavlja zgornjo
mejo za ϵ(ek ), podobno kot Trditev 7.5 za grafe tipa EGR.
Trditev 7.22 ([24]). Če je Γ k-valenten graf ožine g tipa GR s podpisom (a1 , . . . , ak ),
potem je ak ≤ (k − 1)d , kjer je d = ⌊ g2 ⌋.
Naslednja izreka raziščeta primera, ko ak doseže zgornjo mejo.
Izrek 7.23 ([24]). Če je Γ k-regularen graf tipa GR z ožino 2d za nek d in podpisom
(a1 , . . . , ak ), kjer ak = (k − 1)d , potem je a1 = · · · = ak .
Izrek 7.24 ([24]). Če je Γ kubičen graf tipa GR z ožino 2d + 1 za nek d in podpisom (a1 , a2 , a3 ), kjer a3 = 2d , potem je Γ izomorfen bodisi polnemu grafu K4 bodisi
Petersenovemu grafu.
Vidimo torej, da je v primeru, ko ak doseže zgornjo mejo, Γ izomorfen Moorovemu
grafu z danimi parametri.
V nadaljevanju raziščemo kubične grafe tipa GR in predstavimo karakterizacijo
vseh kubičnih grafov tipa GR ožine največ 5. Spet se bomo spomnili definicije
trunkacij in posplošenih trunkacij. V jeziku ožinsko-regularnih grafov lahko razpravo
iz razdelka o posplošenih trunkacijah formiramo takole.
Trditev 7.25. Naj bo Γ1 k-regularen graf ožine g in naj bo Γ2 egr(k, k ′ , g ′ , λ)-graf,
kjer g ′ < 2g. Potem je graf T (Γ1 , Γ2 ) tipa GR s podpisom (0, λ, . . . , λ).
V našem primeru bomo želeli, da je graf T (Γ1 , Γ2 ) kubičen, kar pomeni, da za
graf Γ2 vzamemo k-cikel Ck , dobljeni graf pa je navadna trunkacija. V nadaljevanju
dovoljujemo, da imajo grafi vzporedne povezave ter zanke, saj nam to omogoča,
da rezultate dokažemo v splošnosti; zaradi tega bo tudi pomembno, kako povezave
povežemo na kopije Γ2 , tako da pri konstrukciji trunkacije podamo dodatno funkcijo
ρ, ki opremi loke, ki se začenjajo v posameznem vozlišču, z oznakami. Te povedo,
katero vozlišče iz grafa Γ2 je povezano s katerim lokom. V splošnem tako tudi
vozlišča Γ2 potrebujejo svoje oznake, ker pa v našem primeru delamo z navadnimi
trunkacijami, to ni potrebno – cikle opremimo s kanoničnimi oznakami. Spodnji
rezultat je jasna posledica prejšnje trditve.
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Posledica 7.26 ([24]). Naj bo Γ enostaven g-regularen graf z ožino g ′ > 21 g. Potem
je trunkacija T (Γ, ρ) kubičen graf tipa GR z ožino g in podpisom (0, 1, 1).
Zanimivo pa je, da velja tudi obratno – vsak kubičen graf tipa GR s podpisom
(0, 1, 1) je izomorfen trunkaciji, kar nam pove spodnji izrek.
Izrek 7.27 ([24]). Če je Γ enostaven kubičen graf tipa GR z ožino g in podpisom
(0, 1, 1), je Γ ∼
= T (Γ1 , ρ), kjer je Γ1 g-regularen graf (morebiti z vzporednimi povezavami in zankami).
Dokaz tega izreka sem morala prilagoditi svoji definiciji trunkacij, ki se je deloma
razlikovala od tiste, uporabljene v članku. V dokazu definiramo graf, ki ima za
vozlišča ožinske cikle Γ, za povezave pa tiste izmed povezav v Γ, ki niso vsebovane
v nobenem ožinskem ciklu. Nato dokažemo, da je trunkacija tega grafa izomorfna
Γ.
S pomočjo zgornjega izreka lahko klasificiramo vse kubične grafe tipa GR z ožino
največ 5. Dokaz spodnjega izreka se nanaša deloma na zgornji rezultat, deloma na
omejitve iz lem o kubičnih grafih tipa GR, deloma na konstrukcije in deloma na
rezultate iz topološke teorije grafov.
Izrek 7.28 ([24]). Naj bo Γ kubičen graf tipa GR z ožino g ≤ 5. Potem je Γ bodisi
trunkacija nekega g-regularnega grafa (z možnimi vzporednimi povezavami) in ima
podpis (0, 1, 1), ali pa velja nekaj od naslednjega:
1. g = 3 in Γ ∼
= K4 ,
2. g = 4, Γ je izomorfen bodisi prizmi bodisi Möbiusovi lestvi; če Γ ∼
= M3 , ima
∼
podpis (4, 4, 4); če Γ = Y4 , ima podpis (2, 2, 2); sicer ima podpis (1, 1, 2),
3. g = 5 in Γ je izomorfen bodisi Petersenovemu grafu bodisi dodekaedru.
Vidimo, da kubični grafi tipa GR z ožino največ 5 tvorijo zelo omejen razred
grafov. Če ožino povečujemo, se število mogočih podpisov prav tako povečuje. Za
g = 6 je na primer število mogočih podpisov 9. Poleg tega smo že v razdelku o grafih
tipa EGR videli, da je takih kubičnih grafov z ožino 6 ali več neskončno mnogo, zato
me ne čudi, da se klasifikacija tu ustavi (vsak graf tipa EGR je tudi tipa GR).
V delu smo predstavili grafe tipa EGR in GR ter njihove lastnosti. Videli smo, da
sta oba tipa tesno povezana z Moorovimi grafi. Za oba tipa smo natančno pregledali
kubične grafe in jih do ožine največ 5 tudi uspeli klasificirati. Predstavili smo konstrukciji, ki omogočata pridobitev novih grafov tipa EGR ali GR iz že znanih grafov.
Nato sem se posvetila problemu, podobnemu znanemu problemu kletk – najti minimalno število vozlišč za egr(v, k, g, λ)-graf. Našla sem minimalen egr(v, 4, 3, 1)-graf,
med tem ko mi minimalnega egr(v, 4, 4, 1)-grafa ni uspelo najti, zato sem se omejila
na dvodelne grafe tipa EGR ter nadalje na Cayleyeve grafe. Uspelo mi je klasificirati
vse tetravalentne Cayleyeve grafe Abelovih grup glede na to, ali so tipa EGR ali ne.
Splošno vprašanje ostaja: kakšno je minimalno število vozlišč egr(v, k, g, λ)-grafa in
kateri so ti grafi? V posebnem, kakšno je minimalno število vozlišč egr(v, 4, 4, 1)grafa? To vprašanje bi se dalo rešiti s pregledom vseh tetravalentnih grafov ožine 4
in redov 16 in 18 s pomočjo računalnika. Prav tako bi bilo zanimivo razširiti klasifikacijo tetravalentnih Cayleyevih grafov Abelovih grup tipa EGR tudi na grafe tipa
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GR. V vsakem primeru pa je tema daleč od raziskane in ponuja veliko možnosti za
nadaljnje raziskovanje.
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